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 Railway bridges are an essential component of any modern society and play a 
significant transportation role. During the 19th and early 20th centuries steel truss and 
plate girder bridges were commonly used railway designs, with most of the trusses 
constructed using pin and eyebar systems and most other load carrying members being 
riveted, built-up sections. 
Many of these bridges are still in use and are subjected to increased railway traffic 
intensity, loads and speeds. The current practice for evaluating the integrity of bridges in 
the United States, irrespective of use, is primarily via visual inspection, with those 
inspections occurring at a maximum prescribed frequency of one calendar year for 
railway bridges (Agdas et al., 2015; AREMA, 2015; Hearn, 2007; ODOT, 2017; Roach et 
al., 2012). 
Based on observed condition and structure importance, each railway bridge could 
be inspected one, two or four times annually. While this method has reliably maintained 
railway bridge condition, it is intermittent, costly, and subject to human interpretation. To 
improve how condition is assessed, some railway bridges have been outfitted with 
traditional, voltage based, sensors, such as strain gages and accelerometers that quantify 
their response. These projects have largely focused on isolated, large bridges, not on a 
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group of bridges, and have involved an extensive array of these sensors, an approach that 
is also costly labor intensive. 
The work discussed herein summarizes initial steps of a large-scale effort focused 
on developing a cost-effective, optimized, robust health monitoring system that takes 
advantage of repeatable patterns found on most, if not all, riveted steel railway bridges 
and, as a result, can be broadly utilized on a railway system. Initial work completed for 
this project encompassed analytical model validation, sensitivity analyses, field testing 
and model calibration for one truss and one plate girder segment of a large railway bridge 
over a river crossing. This research developed and assessed a computationally-based 
methodology to optimize structural health monitoring (SHM) plans for this and other, 
similar bridges.  
Other secondary findings of this work that address riveted steel bridges key 
behaviors observed from field testing and/or computational data are: (i) truss flooring 
system members may experience a higher variation in axial forces which was not 
addressed during the construction phase; (ii) exterior stringers, adjacent to the truss 
bottom chords, experience high axial tension while interior stringers experience almost 
negligible axial compression forces; (iii) floor beams experience high lateral bending 
stresses, varying between 45 and 60% of their vertical bending stress, at exterior stringer 
intersections; (vi) loose truss bottom chords eyebars and bottom laterals were subjected to 
high frequency, low amplitude stress cycles; and (v) lateral bracing connection failures 
could be captured from the significant reduction in the recorded strains. These insights 
into behavior, together with the sensitivity of damage detection to sensor placement, led 
to the proposed SHM plans. 
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As a result of the research that was completed, three structural health monitoring 
plans with varying number of sensors were proposed to detect deficiencies reported by 
the owner of the bridge. One of those proposed plans is currently deployed on a riveted 
steel railway bridge for continuous monitoring and evaluation of its efficiency. The 
deployed plan was selected initially over the other two plans because sensitivity analyses 
showed significant change in the monitored responses at the instrumented locations of 
this plan due to damage. Evaluating the other plans which contained lower number of 
sensors is planned via monitoring the bridge continuously in the future. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. BACKGROUND 
Even though railroads have been part of worldwide transportation 
networks for over 150 years (Imam et al., 2004; Rakoczy, 2012; Spyrakos et al., 
2004) they are still an essential component of any modern society. One of the key 
components of any railway system are bridges over which the trains travel and, in 
the United States, many of these bridges were steel trusses or plate girders 
constructed in the 19th  and early 20th Centuries. During this period, riveted 
construction was a common practice for creating many of the steel members, such 
as columns, plate girders, floor beams, stringers and bracing members. Another 
common element used for structures built during this time period was steel 
eyebars and connecting pins employed as truss tension members (DelGrego et al., 
2008; Imam et al., 2004). 
Many of these bridges are still in use and they are subjected to increased 
railway traffic frequency, load and speed. The current practice to evaluate the 
integrity of these bridges is primarily visual inspection at prescribed intervals, 
which can vary based on bridge condition, loading and importance, with a 
maximum limit between inspections being 540 days (AREMA, 2015; Edward & 
Băncilă, 2012; Roach et al., 2012). While this method has reliably maintained 
system condition for many years, it provides intermittent information, is costly 
and heavily dependent on human interpretation and judgement.  
Previous research has shown that human interpretation from visual 
inspections could lead to condition rating errors, with the same deficiency 
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possibly being rated as good or poor based on inspector judgment (Phares et al., 
2001). It was also found that current visual inspection frequency does not 
guarantee bridge element safety between consecutive inspection events. 
One recent, prominent instance of catastrophic collapse of a steel truss 
bridge was the failure of the I-35W highway bridge over the Mississippi River in 
2007. The failure was caused by a gusset plate buckling due to: (i) under designed 
gusset plates whose compromised thickness was never discovered during 
inspections; (ii) a new deck slab having an increased thickness; and (iii) 
additional, superimposed loads caused by construction materials stored on the 
deck (Abolhassan, 2008; NTSB, 2008). The use of a reliable, smart health-
monitoring system may have prevented collapse by identifying changes in the 
monitored response and sending alerts if these changes exceeded predefined 
thresholds.  
1.2. OBJECTIVE AND SCOPE 
This thesis summarizes initial steps and findings associated with  a large-
scale effort focused on developing a cost-effective, optimized, robust health 
monitoring system that takes advantage of repeatable patterns found on most, if 
not all, steel railway bridges. The intention of this work is to develop a system 
that can be broadly utilized on a railway system. Research summarized here 
encompassed: (i) analytical model development and validation; (ii) comparisons 
between design and measured internal forces under actual loadings; (iii) 
sensitivity analyses focused on identifying change in bridge member response due 
to varying deficiency levels; (iv) field testing to estimate bridge response under 
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actual loading configurations; (v) model calibration; and (vi) proposing SHM 
instrumentation plans based on the sensitivity analyses.  
Other secondary findings of this work that address riveted steel bridges 
key behaviors observed from field testing and/or computational data include: truss 
flooring system members may experience a higher variation in axial forces which 
was not addressed during the design phase; exterior stringers experience 
significant axial tension under vertical loads while interior stringers experience 
low axial compression; floor beams can be subjected to lateral bending stresses 
that are between 45 and 60% of vertical bending stress at their intersections with 
exterior stringers; loose truss bottom chords eyebars and bottom laterals were 
subjected to high frequency, low amplitude stress cycles; and disconnected braces 
could be identified from the shift in the frequency driven from field results using 
the power spectral density function. These insights into behavior, together with 
the sensitivity of damage detection to sensor placement, led to the proposed SHM 
plans. 
As a major result for this work, three structural health monitoring plans 
with varying number of sensors were proposed which believed to detect 
deficiencies reported by the owner of the bridge. The proposed instrumentation 
could be an effective initial tool to localize and identify damage for bridges 
similar to those included in this study. One of those proposed plans is currently 
deployed on a riveted steel railway bridge for continuous monitoring and 
evaluation of its efficiency. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Developing cost-effective SHM plans requires a thorough understanding of a 
bridge’s current condition and behavior. Understanding the behavior of “healthy,” 
riveted, steel bridges and variations of structural response caused by fatigue and 
other damage are crucial initial steps when SHM plans for these types of structures 
are developed. This chapter outlines findings found in the literature regarding current 
bridge condition evaluation protocols, health monitoring state of the art and the 
behavior and deficiencies associated with steel riveted members and connections. 
 
2.1. BRIDGE CONDITION EVALUATION  
2.1.1. Visual inspection 
As bridges age, the number of potential defects naturally increases. For 
steel railway bridges, these defects can include fatigue, corrosion and increased 
dynamic response caused by connection degradation. The significant increase in 
stress cycles caused from the increase in the traffic load magnitude and frequency 
highlighted fatigue as a major concern (Chotickai & Kanchanalai, 2010).  
As stated in the previous chapter, assessing bridge condition is commonly 
accomplished via visual inspection at a prescribed frequency, an approach that is 
costly, might be unsafe and subject to human interpretation. While visual 
inspection has certainly helped maintain bridge health across the country, bridge 
safety is not necessarily guaranteed between consecutive inspections. 
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Phares (Phares et al., 2001) examined visual inspection reliability and 
accuracy by studying how the condition of a set of steel bridges was evaluated 
(“rated”) via visual inspection using experienced inspectors. Ten prescribed 
inspection tasks were performed on seven bridges by 49 inspectors from 25 
agencies, including state DOTs, Iowa county inspectors and inspection 
contractors. The study indicated that: (i) most inspectors did not report the 
presence of important structural features that might impact how bridges should be 
inspected; (ii)  48% of primary elements were rated incorrectly by an individual 
inspector and 56% were rated incorrectly by a group; (iii) 68% of routine 
inspection condition ratings varied within one rating point and 95% varied within 
two rating points (rating values between 0 to 9); (iii) less than 8% of the 
inspectors reported important localized defects; and (iv) inspectors tended to rate 
elements towards the middle of the prescribed scale to avoid providing “low” or 
“high” (i.e. bad or good) values. 
Reliability based bridge inspection practices were developed by Washer et 
al. (Washer et al., 2015) where the goal was to optimize visual inspection 
intervals for each bridge characteristics. A risk analysis was implemented 
considering bridge age, design, condition and construction material. The 
inspection intervals were decided using risk matrix analysis where the element 
that has the highest risk across the bridge components controlled interval length. 
Verification of the proposed method was completed on pre-stressed and steel 
bridges in Oregon and Texas where inspection reports over a period of 10 to 12 
years verified applicability of method predictions. The study suggested that 
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inspection intervals could be extended from 12 to 72 months for specific types of 
bridges under different environmental conditions. 
The 2015 Manual for Railway Engineering (AREMA, 2015) provides 
national guidelines for railway bridge inspections that includes procedures, levels 
of detail, frequencies, report content and team leader qualifications. In contrast, 
highway visual inspection guidelines vary from state to state, with each state 
developing its own guidelines for inspection processes, inspector/team 
qualifications and report content (IowaDOT, 2014; NDOR, 2017; NYSDOT, 
2016; ODOT, 2017; TxDOT, 2013; WSDOT, 2017).  
As mentioned above, while visual inspection has certainly helped maintain 
bridge health across the country, bridge safety is not necessarily guaranteed 
between consecutive visual inspections. Consistently and continuously reporting 
bridges condition using a quantitative, rather than qualitative, responses as basis 
to eliminate subjectivity requires deploying a reliable SHM system. 
2.1.2. Health monitoring of riveted railway bridges 
Most state-of-the-art monitoring schemes discussed in the literature center 
on estimating structural model parameters using measured signals from a healthy 
structure and updating them at prescribed intervals to detect, localize, and 
quantify possible damage by incorporating measured responses from that 
structure over time. A number of health monitoring studies were completed to 
resolve various challenges specific to steel riveted truss railway bridges.  
One such study was performed by Bischoff et al. (Bischoff et al., 2009) on 
a simply supported single track, riveted, through-truss railway bridge (RTB) in 
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Sweden. The study was completed to develop methodologies to investigate 
application of wireless monitoring systems and event-based data collection for 
steel bridge condition assessment under actual loading. The research found that 
the use of the described system provided data with reasonable accuracy that could 
be used for fatigue life estimation via cycle counting. 
 Similar studies were completed for riveted, railway plate girders bridges. 
One such study of a double track, plate girder bridge was completed by Roach et 
al. (Roach et al., 2012) and fatigue assessments were completed under actual 
loading. The study aimed to provide a quantitate evaluation of bridge health using 
a monitoring system, evaluate internal forces distribution within the bridge 
elements and calculate bridge fatigue life more accurately using collected data. 
The bridge was instrumented with strain sensors to determine internal force 
distributions, transverse load distributions and end fixity ratios. The research 
found that the provided procedures led to an accurate data collection which might 
be used in cycle counting for fatigue assessment. 
Moreu (Moreu et al., 2017)  also examined the use of a wireless 
monitoring system to measure and remotely transfer response information for a 
double track RTB. Track rails and structural elements were instrumented using 
strain sensors and accelerometers were installed at truss bottom chord 
connections. In this study, rail instrumentation was used to measure train loads 
and one main truss diagonal member, which experience both axial tension and 
compression depending on the applied load, aimed to measure the main truss 
response to ascertain model accuracy. The study included the development of a 
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3D finite element model to compare measured and predicted strain time-history 
results. The results showed that the proposed wireless monitoring system was 
suitable to be deployed on railway bridges of remote conditions; train speed, 
wheel loads and spacing could be determined by instrumenting rails; and a 
reasonable match existed between measured and analytical time histories.  
To help organize and prioritize SHM for railway bridges research needs, 
Moreu and LaFave (Moreu et al., 2012; Moreu & LaFaye, 2011) completed a 
survey of sixteen railway bridge and structural engineering experts to assess 
research needs associated with monitoring railway bridges. The study concluded 
that research needed to focus on: (i) standardizing SHM systems development 
based on bridge type which need to include determining optimal numbers and 
locations for instrumentation; (ii) developing SHM system that would capture 
local and global behaviors of the bridge; (iii) monitoring vertical displacements of 
riveted railway bridges under operational conditions; (iv) developing and 
implementing SHM systems for short span bridges; and (v) implementing 
vibration as an input when rating bridge capacity. 
2.1.3. Optimal sensor placement  
Several studies were completed to establish sensor placement schemes on 
various types of structural systems to help optimize their locations, maximize the 
significance of the data they produce and, subsequently, minimize their numbers. 
One such study was performed by Worden and Burrows (Worden & Burrows, 
2001) where optimal sensor placement was studied using a cantilever plate of 
dimensions 12 in. x 8 in. x 0.10 in. A finite element model of the plate was 
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developed where damage was simulated at various locations by setting the 
Young’s modulus of selected elements to zero. Collected data included mode 
shapes and curvature for a total number of sixteen nodes on the considered plate 
under dynamic loads. During the sensor optimization process, various methods, 
including the genetic (GA) and simulated annealing (SA) algorithms, were 
utilized. It was determined that using four sensors and a SA algorithm would 
provide a 99.5% probability of detecting and localizing plate damage. 
Papadimitiou (Papadimitriou, 2004) proposed implementing two 
algorithms when constructing optimal sensor configurations (i.e., sensor numbers 
and locations) for a three-dimensional truss tower based on dynamic 
characteristics. Proposed algorithms were computationally tested using the three-
dimensional truss tower which had twenty bays and 240 degrees-of-freedom. 
Proposed algorithms were able to reduce the number of sensors from 240 located 
at the truss degrees-of-freedom to sixteen located at the end of the first and last 
bay of the truss to adequately capture mode shapes. 
Optimal sensor placement to fully characterize the dynamic behavior of 
the Nottingham suspension bridge was investigated by Meo and Zumpano (Meo 
& Zumpano, 2005). A three-dimensional model was generated in ANSYS to 
determine mode shapes and frequencies, focusing on sensor optimization needed 
to characterize the first three modes of the bridge. The research found that ten 
acceleration sensors, five on each side of the bridge, would accurately capture 
mode shapes using spline interpolation between instrumented locations. 
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To computationally examine optimal sensor placement to determine 
dynamic characteristics of a two-dimensional, twelve-bay truss, Liu et al. (Liu et 
al., 2008) proposed three sensor placement design methods which varies in the 
applied fitness function and examined behavior using finite element models built 
in ANSYS. Results showed that when using five optimally placed sensors, the 
modal frequencies would be captured accurately. 
Yi (Yi et al., 2011) also examined optimal sensor placement on the 
Guangzhou New TV Tower using multiple optimization methods and three 
different finite element models of varying complexity. Developed models 
included one having 550,164 degrees-of-freedom and a simplified version that 
had 185 degrees-of-freedom. Research found that dynamic properties of the tower 
could be reasonably estimated using twenty to twenty-eight optimally placed 
sensors. 
2.2. BRIDGE WITH RIVETED MEMBERS AND CONNECTIONS 
2.2.1. Behavior and internal forces 
Initiating cost effective SHM plans requires a thorough understanding of 
the behavior of various types of bridges so that critical regions and details can be 
identified. To examine integrity and verify capacity under actual loading 
configurations, a single track, riveted, through RTB was field tested using a 
special train that traversed the bridge at various speeds (Tobias et al., 1993). The 
research found that: a 3D finite element model including all members rigidly 
connected produced stresses that matched field results well; main truss members 
were subjected to secondary bending stresses that were between 20% and 60% of 
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their axial stresses; main truss verticals were subjected to significant stress cycles 
due to vibration; and stringers were subjected to considerable end moments.  
Spyrakos (Spyrakos et al., 2004) also examined a RTB to assess bridge 
condition prior to strengthening via static and dynamic field measurements under 
special and actual train loads. The research found that stringer ends and main truss 
top and bottom chords were subjected to significant moments while insignificant 
moments were developed in main truss verticals and diagonals. 
 Al-Emrani (Al-Emrani et al., 2004) also examined a deck RTB to 
estimate overlooked secondary effects caused by interaction between various 
components. Results showed that secondary internal forces, including axial forces 
in stringers and lateral bending in floor beams, developed in the flooring system 
due to main truss longitudinal deformation. Those overlooked secondary effects 
might affect the fatigue life of those components and their connections.  
Multiple investigators state that, for riveted steel railway bridges, one of 
the most fatigue prone details are the stringer-to-floor beam connections, which 
can be subjected to significant stress concentrations and reversals (Al-Emrani et 
al., 2004; Chotickai & Kanchanalai, 2010; Haghani et al., 2012; Imam et al., 
2004). Field and numerical studies have demonstrated that these connections are 
more rigid than originally assumed and subjected to in-plane bending moment, 
which might result in high stress reversals and fatigue degradation in the 
connecting angles and rivets (Al-Emrani et al., 2004; Al-Emrani, 2005; Chotickai 
& Kanchanalai, 2010; Haghani et al., 2012; Imam et al., 2004; Imam et al., 2005; 
Spyrakos et al., 2004; Tobias et al., 1993). 
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Riveted, railway, plate girder bridges have also been examined to estimate 
their performance and fatigue life. One such study was performed by Chotickai 
and Kanchanalai (Chotickai & Kanchanalai, 2010) using field testing and 
analytical modelling. The research results indicated that developed 3D model time 
history results matched field results well, AREMA dynamic amplification factors 
were significantly higher than field results and stringers had the highest number of 
stress cycles.  
2.2.2. Fatigue damage and reported deficiencies 
For riveted, steel bridges, many defects are attributed to fatigue (Al-
Emrani et al., 2004; Edward & Băncilă, 2012), which highlights the importance of 
identifying fatigue prone details and bridge behavior before and after crack 
propagation to facilitate the development of an optimal health monitoring system. 
Research has shown that a SHM plan based on strain measurements can be 
effectively employed to estimate remaining fatigue life when coupled with 
statistical methods (Saberi et al., 2016; Saberi et al., 2017).  
Fisher (Fisher et al., 1987) performed a detailed fatigue investigation of 
riveted details to estimate fatigue resistance of riveted steel bridge elements. The 
study determined that: (i) the connection type (i.e., shear splices, built-up sections 
and truss type connections) did not affect fatigue results when considering net 
area stress range; (ii) an acceptable conservative limit for fatigue crack 
propagation would be Category D, however the fatigue crack would not reduce 
member load carrying capacity; (iii) investigated riveted members and 
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connections could be divided into seven groups based on rivet arrangement and 
connection type. 
Åkesson (Åkesson, 1994) performed full-scale fatigue testing on nine 
riveted stringers, field tests on fifteen steel railway bridges and theoretical 
investigations to determine riveted connection capacities. Main findings of the 
study were: (i) current fatigue design curves and details underestimated fatigue 
life; (ii) minor damage accumulation was found in the stringers taken out of 
service prior to laboratory tests; and (iii) riveted members rarely showed brittle 
failure because of higher element thicknesses, low stress ranges while in service 
and riveted construction preventing crack development in all components forming 
the member. 
 Imam (Imam et al., 2004) examined the effect of end fixity ratios on 
accumulated fatigue damage via a numerical study of a riveted, double track, steel 
plate girder bridge. The bridge was modelled in ABAQUS using various stringer 
and floor beam end fixity ratios. The research found that stress time histories were 
affected considerably by end fixity ratio with stringer-to-floor beam connections 
having the most serious fatigue damage and floor beam-to-main girder having 
insignificant damage. 
To investigate accumulation of fatigue damage in stringer-to-floor beam 
connection, a full scale experimental test was completed on three panels from a 
demolished riveted steel railway bridge (Al-Emrani, 2005). The research found 
that railway steel truss stringers ends might experience an end moment that 
approaches 67% of a similar, continuous stringer negative bending moment and, 
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when subjected to cyclic loads, vertical fatigue cracks developed in the 
connecting angles.  
The effect of the number of trains crossing a double track riveted railway 
plate girder bridge on stinger-to-floor beam and floor beam-to-main girder 
connections was examined by Imam (Imam et al., 2005). It was determined that a 
slight increase in calculated damage for both connections took place when two 
tracks are not instantaneously loaded and a significant increase in calculated 
damage was observed when two tracks were loaded simultaneously. 
DelGrego (DelGrego et al., 2008) examined a century old double track 
RTB using field testing to assess the condition of the main truss eyebar members. 
The research found that: stress distribution amongst members in a statically 
determinate panel might differ significantly from numerical predictions due to 
deterioration of eyebar holes or connecting pins; truss members composed of a set 
of eyebars might have different stress distributions caused by member vibration, 
loose eyebars or out-of-plane bending; and eyebars connecting pins were 
subjected to lateral movement likely caused by floor beams end rotations. 
Fatigue assessment of an out of service, riveted, twin girder bridge was 
completed by Pipinato (Pipinato et al., 2009; Pipinato et al., 2011) via static and 
cyclic full scale fatigue testing focusing on generating maximum bending and 
shear effects. Research results showed that: no fatigue crack propagation or 
failure was observed up to 2,500,000 bending fatigue cycles; the transverse 
diaphragm riveted connection was found to be the controlling fatigue failure 
mode; and the Eurocode fatigue classification was on the conservative side. 
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Another study was completed by Haghani (Haghani et al., 2012) to 
summarize fatigue prone details in steel bridges. Three main fatigue prone details 
were identified for riveted steel bridges: connections between members having 
low bending stiffness that might experience vibration induced fatigue (such as a 
main trusses vertical members); stringer top flange angle crack (i.e., stringer 
flanges used to be made of two angles riveted to a web plate) close to stringer-to-
floor beam connection; and floor beam to main carrying elements connections. 
One study was completed by Edward and Băncilă (Edward & Băncilă, 
2012) to summarize and address general principles regarding existing railway 
steel bridge rehabilitation. The study found that, for certain details, fatigue 
damage often controlled bridge life and an accurate damage estimation is difficult 
to obtain due to load history uncertainties. The study mentioned that steel bridge 
floor systems are usually heavily corroded and careful visual inspection of 
stringer-to-floor beam connections, regions around supports and other critical 
details is required. 
Causes behind cracking in gusset plates used to connect bottom lateral 
bracing to other members in a floor system were investigated by Zabel (Zabel et 
al., 2012) using numerical and experimental investigations of a double track, 
riveted, plate girder railway bridge. The research found that fatigue cracks that 
developed in the gusset plate between the lateral member and the floor beam were 
caused by floor beam rotation and bottom lateral local vibrations.  
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2.3. SUMMARY 
 As discussed earlier, assessing bridge condition using visual inspections 
at a prescribed frequency could be considered a costly and unsafe approach that 
relies too heavily on human interpretation. It could also be assumed that bridge 
safety is not necessarily guaranteed between consecutive visual inspections. As a 
result, developing an inexpensive SHM approach that would continuously, 
quantitatively and reliably report bridge condition may be desired. 
Literature summarized herein focused on: visual inspection, SHM of 
riveted railway bridges, optimal sensor placement, behavior of riveted steel 
railway bridges and reported fatigue damage.  
With respect to SHM of railway bridges, it was determined that the 
involved literature in health monitoring lack one or more of the following: (i) the 
use of sufficient number of sensors that would represent the entire bridge behavior 
in calibrating the analytical model; (ii) the reasons behind selecting the positions 
and the number of the instrumented locations: (iii) the number of instrumented 
locations were either very low to capture the damage or very high which is 
difficult to be classified as cost-effective health monitoring plan ; (iv) 
instrumentations were heavily concentrated usually in vicinity of the bridge 
midspan, which would capture responses of this localized region rather than entire 
bridge health; (v) capturing the behavior of main trusses bottom chords, stringers 
and bottom laterals; (vi) the implementation of the collected data in indicating the 
structural health and condition. 
 On the other hand, most of the optimal sensor placement studies focused 
on algorithm development to optimize sensor numbers based on various 
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optimization functions. However, those studies: (i) focused on dynamic 
characteristics of the involved structural systems rather than strain measurements 
which would make capturing local damage difficult; (ii) included only finite 
element models and their results without any collected or measured results, 
especially under different loading conditions;  (iii) resulted in optimized sensor 
placements that were not tested in the real world via the deployment on one of the 
selected structures; (iv) did not include a case study for a riveted steel railway 
bridge that aimed to locate and quantify the damage.  
The current study investigates the development of SHM plans that: (i) 
implemented strain sensors so that more accurate fatigue assessment could be 
completed based on collected data; (ii) involved a calibrated model based on 
initial extensive field testing; (iii) utilized optimized sensor placement based on 
reported defects and conditions so that localized damage would be captured along 
with global information related to bridge health; and (iv) contained comparisons 
between healthy and deficient bridge responses that might be used in reporting the 
bridge condition.
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CHAPTER 3: NUMERICAL MODELLING 
 
The first step associated with developing an optimized and cost-effective 
SHM plan was to develop and validate planned numerical modeling techniques. This 
process occurred in two steps. The first involved developing analytical models for 
similar bridges to those under study using techniques identified during the literature 
search. The second step involved validating accuracy of results generated from 
developed models against field testing of similar bridges identified from the 
literature search. 
 
3.1. MODEL DEVELOPMENT 
All modeling was completed using SAP2000. Truss and girder bridge 
models were developed in a 3D space initially assuming all members were 
initially rigidly connected based on work completed by Tobais et al. (Tobias et al., 
1993) and Chotickai and Kanchanalai (Chotickai & Kanchanalai, 2010). Members 
were modeled using frame elements with linear elastic material properties typical 
for steel [modulus of elasticity (E) = 29000 ksi, Poisson ratio (U) = 0.30]. 
Boundary conditions were represented using pinned supports at one end of the 
bridge and roller supports at the other end to allow longitudinal movement. Loads 
consisted of trains described in the literature that were used in previous field tests. 
Loads were applied statically to simulate stationary loads or using multi-step 
analysis to simulate moving trains. Model accuracy was evaluated by extracting 
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various internal forces and vertical displacements and comparing them to field 
testing results from the literature.  
3.2. TRUSS MODEL VALIDATION 
A similar truss span was selected for initial model validation.  The 
selected segment was part of the Big Creek River Bridge that was tested by the 
Association of American Railroads and the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign (Tobias et al., 1993). 
Truss model validation occurred via comparison of numerical results 
against field test data provided by Tobias et al. (1993). As indicated in Chapter 2, 
this structure was examined to evaluate its integrity and loading capacity. It is a 
single track structure that consists of two Warren trusses spanning 156’-3” (47.63 
m), with each truss containing 6 panels. Rail loads were transferred to the truss 
via a floor system that consists of stringers framing into floor beams that, in turn, 
are connected to the truss via riveted double angle connections. Stringers are 
spaced at 6’-6” (1.98 m) laterally while floor beams are spaced longitudinally at 
26’-0.5” (8.08 m) intervals. The truss consists of built-up riveted axially loaded 
members with riveted connections. The entire system is stiffened against lateral 
loads and deformations via bracing located in the plane of main truss top and 
bottom chords.  Elevation and plan views of the structure are shown in the Figure 
1 that was reproduced from Tobias et al. (1993).  
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Figure 1. Big Creek River Bridge: truss elevation and floor system plan views – 
reproduced from Tobias et al. (1993) 
 
The field testing was with the train stationary at seven locations and while 
the train traversed the bridge at average speeds of 10 and 25 mph. Data was 
collected using strain sensors, acceleration sensors and LVDTs.  The testing train 
configuration is shown in Figure 2 and four static loading positions are shown in 
Figure 3.  
 
Figure 2. Train configurations – reproduced from Tobias et al. (1993) 
 
A 3D frame element model was developed in SAP 2000 and results were 
compared against field testing data from Tobias et al. (Tobias et al., 1993). The 
developed model was a variant of finite element analysis with stringers and floor 
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beam ends being modelled as rigidly connected as reported in Tobias et al., with 
this model differing from the Tobias et al. model by implementing further 
modifications to study axial force distribution within the flooring system. 
As mentioned earlier, the developed model incorporated rigid connections 
for all members because earlier research recommended utilizing rigid connections 
for all of the truss element ends provided the closest agreement to field 
measurements for the instrumented locations (Chotickai & Kanchanalai, 2010; 
Imam et al., 2005; Tobias et al., 1993). Because the distribution of axial forces 
across the flooring system (i.e., stringers, stringer laterals, floor beams and bottom 
laterals) were not included in the previous studies, some additional refinements to 
the current model were included to have a better match between the analytical 
model and actual structure. Those refinements include relocating bottom laterals 
below the modeled plane of the floor system to match their actual location and 
modifying connections between the bottom laterals and the floor system so they 
would directly frame into the connection of floor beams and main trusses, rather 
than being connected to the stringers. An isometric view of the model is shown in 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 3. Truss segment validation, static load testing configurations – reproduced from 
Tobias et al. (1993) 
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Figure 4. 3D model isometric view 
 
Static tests from Tobias (Tobias et al., 1993) were used to assess the 
accuracy with which axial forces, in-plane bending, out-of-plane bending and 
vertical deflections at instrumented locations were predicted. This approach 
permitted evaluating model accuracy as a function of connection fixity. Direct 
comparisons between actual and measured values and nondimensional ratios (i.e. 
model response/field response) were used to evaluate model accuracy. 
Representative results are shown in Figure 5 for the south stringer in truss 
panel L1-L3 under train Loading 5 via comparison between moments determined 
using model output (predicted) and moments calculated using field data 
(measured). Nondimensional axial force ratios are shown in Figure 6 for all static 
tests for three truss top chord members. Additional calibration results can be 
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found in Appendix A. The results indicate reasonable predictions of measured 
behavior. The L1-L3 maximum positive moment nondimensional ratio was 1.35 
and its maximum negative moment ratio was 1.12. Differences between measured 
and predicted moments were initially attributed to stringer end fixities. Top chord 
axial force ratios from Figure 6 ranged between 1.16 and 1.21, which show close 
agreement between the model and measured responses. 
 
Figure 5. Stinger L1-L3 measured and predicted bending moments – Loading 5 (Tobias 
et al, 1993). 
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Figure 6. North truss top chord axial force nondimensional ratios – all static load cases. 
 
Train crawl tests from Tobias (Tobias et al., 1993) were used to assess the 
accuracy with which time histories were predicted by the model. Select truss 
member axial forces and select floor beam and stringer calculated shear and 
bending moments were used for these evaluations.  
A representative axial force time history for south truss vertical L1-U1 is 
shown in Figure 7. Additional results can be found in Appendix A. The figure 
shows close agreement between axial force time histories. 
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Figure 7. South truss vertical L1-U1 axial force time histories. 
 
In summary, the results obtained from the refined model developed for 
this study showed an acceptable level of accuracy when compared against field 
data from Tobias et al. (Tobias et al., 1993). Model accuracy was evaluated by 
comparing its predicted responses with those measured from the former study 
where a reasonable match exists between both studies. 
 
3.3. PLATE GIRDER MODEL VALIDATION 
Plate girder validation took place through comparing numerical results for 
the model developed in this study with the field test data provided by Chotickai 
and Kanchanalai (Chotickai & Kanchanalai, 2010) and the numerical results from 
ABAQUS provided by Rakoczy (Rakoczy, 2012). Comparison against previously 
published field testing and analytical data from multiple models was beneficial for 
model validation because the experimental study examined the bridge under the 
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calibration train while the numerical study examined the bridge under AREMA 
Cooper E80 and alternative design loadings in addition to the calibration train. 
Comparing the model predicted responses against multiple loading configurations 
helped in evaluating the accuracy more reliably. Some additional refinements to 
the current model were included to have a better match between the analytical 
model and the actual structure. Those refinements include modelling ties and 
rails, dropping floor beams and bottom laterals downwards to match their actual 
position in the structure. A 3D view of the selected plate girder numerical model 
is shown in Figure 8. 
 
Figure 8. 3D model isometric view  
Crawling tests from Chotickai and Kanchanalai (Chotickai & 
Kanchanalai, 2010) were used to assess the accuracy with which stringer, floor 
beam and main girder bottom flange stress history were predicted under the 
calibration train when traversing the bridge. Previous ABAQUS numerical 
modelling results completed by Rakoczy (Rakoczy, 2012) were also employed in 
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the validation process which included stringer, floor beam and main girder bottom 
flange stresses due to dead, AREMA alternative, AREMA Cooper E80 and 
special calibration train loads. This approach was selected because it helped in 
estimating the developed model accuracy under various loading configurations 
when compared against former field testing or more complicated models.  
Current model results were compared against previous work via ratios of 
response parameters (model response / field response). When the ratio is less than 
1, the current model underestimates the response in comparison to field test and 
vice versa when the ratio is greater than 1. 
Representative results containing comparisons between current model, 
field testing and/or ABAQUS analysis results for interior stringer bottom stresses, 
interior floor beam and main girder bottom stress time history are shown in Figure 
9, Figure 10 and Figure 11, respectively. These results were selected because they 
present the accuracy of predicted flooring system and main plate girder responses 
under static and crawling loading. Additional calibration results can be found in 
Appendix A.  
Results indicate that a reasonable match exists between the developed 3D 
frame model and the former 3D ABAQUS shell element model under static loads. 
Interior stringer midspan bottom flange stresses comparison, Figure 9, under 
dead, AREMA Cooper E80 and AREMA alternate loading showed ratio of 0.97 
(0.43/0.44 ksi), 0.81 (13.57/16.7 ksi) and 0.86 (11.86/13.72 ksi), respectively. The 
difference in the stringer stresses between both models might be caused due to the 
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effect of the connecting elements on stringers behavior or the unknown exact 
location of Cooper E80 and the alternate loads along the bridge span. 
The results also showed an acceptable level of accuracy exist between 
the current model, previous field testing and the previous model for interior 
floor beam, near its connection with stringers, and the main girder, near its 
connection with the interior floor beam, bottom flange stresses under crawling 
load. The ratios at maximum bottom stress location are 1.03 (3.80/3.70 ksi) and 
0.99 (3.89/3.80 ksi), for the floor beam and main girder, respectively. 
 
Figure 9. Interior stringer bottom flange stresses, current and previous model results 
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Figure 10. Interior floor beam bottom flange stresses, current model, field testing and 
previous model results 
 
 
Figure 11. Main girder bottom flange stresses, current model, field testing and previous 
model results 
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3.4. SUMMARY 
This chapter summarizes techniques used to develop and validate models 
of riveted steel bridges similar to those under study where 3D frame element 
models were utilized for predicting internal forces for instrumented locations in 
the previous experimental studies. The developed 3D frame element models 
employed rigid ends for all members because these results provide the best 
agreement with field results based on recommendations from previous research 
(Chotickai & Kanchanalai, 2010; Imam et al., 2005; Tobias et al., 1993). 
Validation indicated that employed modelling techniques provided realistic 
satisfactory results. 
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CHAPTER 4: STUDIED BRIDGE GEOMETRY, LOADS AND 
NUMERICAL MODELLING 
 
The selected bridge spans the Loup River near Columbus, Nebraska on a rail 
line between Fremont and Grand Island.  Gross annual tonnage for this line is 176 
MGT. The bridge is a steel open deck, double track as shown in Figure 12. Its total 
length is 1249 ft. and the bridge has two main segments, A and B. Segment A 
consists of five simply supported, through-truss spans (A1 to A5) with a total length 
of 799 ft. Segment B has six simply supported, through-girder spans (B1 to B6) with 
a total length of 450 ft. The bridge was designed for Cooper E50 loading and was 
built in 1910. 
4.1. TRUSS SEGMENT GEOMETRY (SEGMENT A)  
Span A1 has a total length of 199 ft. - 4 in. while the remaining four spans 
are 146 ft. - 9 in. each. Each span’s superstructure consists of two main trusses 
containing top and bottom lateral bracing systems with floor systems having floor 
beams, stringers, and stringer laterals bracing. The depth of these trusses is 32 ft. 
with a transverse spacing of 30 ft. - 6 in.  Stringers are transversely spaced at 7 ft. 
intervals while tracks are spaced transversely by 13 ft. center-to-center.  
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Figure 12. Columbus Bridge: elevation view of segments A and B 
 
Figure 13. Columbus bridge truss segment (A2-A5): elevation view of the truss and plan view of the flooring system with bracing 
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Figure 14. Columbus bridge truss segment (A2-A5): members cross-sectional details 
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One of the 146 ft. - 9 in spans, span (A4), was selected for analysis and 
subsequent development of optimized SHM plans. These spans have 6 panels 
with floor beams spaced longitudinally at 24 ft. - 5.5 in. Each truss is identical, 
with end posts and upper chords being riveted, built-up, sections (L0-U1, U1-U2, 
U2-U3, U3-U4 and U5-L6). End panel bottom chord members are riveted, built-
up, sections (L0-L1, L1-L2, L4-L5 and L5-L6) while interior panel bottom chord 
members are eyebars (L2-L3 and L3-L4). Vertical members are riveted, built-up, 
sections (U1-L1, U2-L2, U3-L3, U4-L4 and U5-L5) while diagonal members are 
eyebars having differing numbers of individual eyebars and with those eyebars 
being of varying thickness (Figure 13 and Figure 14). 
Two types of floor beams are used. Both are built-up I-sections but with 
differing numbers and sizes for the web plates, angles, and cover plates. Floor 
beams located at the span ends (FB0 and FB6) are referred to as end floor beams 
while those located inside the span (FB1 to FB5) are referred to as interior floor 
beams. One stringer type is provided, a built-up I-section consisting of a web 
plate and top and bottom angles and stringers are connected with floor beams 
using double angle riveted to the floor beam webs (see Figure 15). 
Bottom laterals are single L6 in. x 4 in. x 1/2 in. or L6 in. x 4 in. x 3/8 in. 
for the first and four intermediate panels, respectively. Stringer laterals are single 
angle L3 in. x 3 in. x 3/8 in. 
The top lateral system consists of end portals, intermediate struts and top 
laterals. Each end portal is a truss having a total depth of 6 ft. with top and bottom 
chords consists of 2 L6 in. x 4 in. x 1/2 in. and L3.5 in. x 3 in. x 3/8 in. diagonals. 
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The internal portal has a total truss depth of 2 ft. -1.625 in. with top and bottom 
chords consisting of 2 L6 in. x 3.5 in. x 3/8 in. and diagonals being 2.5 in. x 3/8 
in. lacing members. Top laterals are 2 L3.5 in. x 3.5 in. x 3/8 in. spaced vertically 
at 2 ft. - 1.625 in. connected together using 2.5 in. x 3/8 in. lacing (Figure 14).   
 
Figure 15. Columbus bridge truss segment (A2-A5): stringer-to-floor beam connection 
 
4.2. PLATE GIRDER SEGMENT GEOMETRY (SEGMENT B) 
This segment consists of six similar simply supported bridge spans (B1 to 
B6) of riveted through-plate girders. The main structural system of each span 
consists of plate girders, floor beams, stringers and bottom laterals. The plate 
girders have a clear span of 72 ft. - 1 3/8 in. and end to end length of 74 ft. - 8 in. 
spaced transversely at 30 ft. - 6 in. The clear span is divided into 7 panels with 
floor beams spaced at 10 ft. - 3 5/8 in. Stringers are transversely spaced at 7 ft. 
while the two tracks are spaced at 13 ft. center-to-center (as shown in Figure 16).  
Because all spans are the same, only one span (B1) is considered in the analysis. 
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Plate girders are built up sections consisting of web plates, top and bottom 
flanges differing in thickness along the length of the girder. For example, the 
girder cross section at mid-span has a web plate of thickness 7/16 in. and depth 
120 in., top and bottom flange has 3 cover plates of dimension 18 in. x 5/8 in. and 
2 L 8 in. x 8 in. x 3/4 in while near support, the girder web thickness changes to 
1/2 in. and both top and bottom flanges has one cover plate 18 in. x 5/8 in. 
Vertical web stiffener is provided along the length of girder at interval of about 4 
ft. - 8 in. 
Two types of floor beams are used. Both are built-up I-sections but with 
differing numbers and sizes for the web plates, angles, and cover plates. Floor 
beams located at the span ends (FB0 and FB7) are built-up sections that have a 
web plate 48 in. x 7/16 in. and two flanges formed from 2L 6 in. x 6 in. x 3/4 in. 
and 2 cover plates 14 in x 1/2 in. Interior floor beams located inside the span (FB1 
to FB6) are composed of web plate 48 in x 1/2 in. and two flanges formed from 
2L 6 in. x 6 in. x 3/4 in. and 3 cover plates two with dimensions 14 in. x 1/2 in. 
and one with dimensions 14 in. x 3/8 in. The floor beams are connected with plate 
girders using double angles riveted to plate girder web. At floor beam-to-main 
girder connection, the web plate of the floor beam is extended vertically to the top 
of the plate girder to form a knee bracing. 
One stringer type is provided which is a rolled section S24X80. The 
stringers are connected with floor beams using double angle riveted to the floor 
beam webs (see Figure 18).  
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Figure 16. Columbus bridge plate girder segment (B1-B6): elevation view of the truss 
and plan view of the flooring system with bracing 
 
Figure 17. Columbus bridge plate girder segment (B1-B6): members cross-sectional 
details 
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Figure 18. Columbus bridge plate girder segment (B1-B6): stringer-to-floor beam 
connection 
 
4.3. TRAIN LOAD CONFIGURATIONS USED  
A combination of design and actual loads were used for the current study. 
Design loads were used to understand the internal force distributions among the 
various components of the bridge as well as critical regions that should be 
considered in the field testing. Actual loads, measured via weigh in motion 
systems, were used in model calibrations after initial field testing which will be 
discussed later in chapter 6. 
4.3.1. Design loads 
As stated above, design loads were used in the current study to estimate 
internal force distribution analytically so that effective instrumentation planning 
could be achieved. These loads were taken from the American Railway 
Engineering and Maintenance-of-Way Association (AREMA) (AREMA, 2015) 
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and consisted of the Cooper E80 loading configuration and a simplified, statically 
equivalent, uniform load which is equivalent to Cooper E80 (i.e., the summation 
of Cooper E80 loads divided by the length). The Cooper E80 was used to evaluate 
internal forces time histories of the proposed model so that the bridge behavior 
could be understood, while the statically equivalent uniform load, shown in 
Figure 19, helped optimizing the modelling procedure by focusing on the bridge 
behavior under symmetric loading configurations which allow for a better 
understanding for internal forces distribution within the bridge structure. 
 
 
Figure 19. Equivalent uniform loading configurations 
 
4.3.2. Actual loads 
Records for daily train codes, car and locomotive, speeds, axle spacing 
and wheel loads were provided by the bridge owners. As a result, 81 different 
train records were provided so that representative trains of actual loading were 
utilized to examine bridge behavior under actual loads to assist with developing 
optimized SHM plans via sensitivity analyses outlined later in chapter 5. 
Statistical analyses of available data were used to identify the most 
“critical” trains that crossed the bridge. As a result of the analyses, four trains 
were determined to be most “critical” based on their frequency of passage and 
applied wheel and equivalent uniform loads. Figure 20 and Figure 21 includes the 
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detailed information used to complete the statistical analyses examples where 
“critical” trains are highlighted. A representative silhouette from one of the 
statistical significant, “critical,” trains is shown in Figure 22. 
 
Figure 20. Wheel 2 vertical loads summary 
 
Figure 21. Equivalent uniform axle load summary 
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Figure 22. Routine traffic representative loading configurations 
 
4.4. TRUSS SEGMENT MODEL AND RESULTS 
The truss segment proposed model configurations are very similar to those 
discussed in the modelling validation section. The model contains the two trusses, 
stringers, floor beams, stringer laterals, bottom laterals and top struts where all of 
the structural elements were modelled as a frame element with rigid ends. Further 
modifications were introduced to the model to enable for a better match with the 
actual structure configurations such as moving the stringer laterals up by 24 in. 
from the centerline of stringers (i.e., laterals are located at the stringer top flange 
plane); moving bottom laterals 11.25 in. downwards from the centerline of truss 
bottom chords; and top struts knee members were added to the model. The truss 
segment proposed model isometric view is shown in Figure 23. 
Originally, trusses, floor beams and stringers were designed and routinely 
analyzed as independent elements. However, truss bottom chord elongation would 
cause identical elongation (and therefore tension) in the stringers if the floor 
beams were sufficiently stiff in the weak axis flexure. The floor beam possesses 
appreciable weak axis flexural flexibility and weak axis boundary retrains which 
were ignored in the routine analyses. The floor beam behaves as a continuous 
beam between the two main trusses. The continuity and flexibility of the floor 
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beam induces tension primarily in the exterior stringers nearer to the trusses, but 
also results in a small amount of compression in the interior stringers. 
Developed responses due to the interaction between trusses, floor beams 
and stringers could be summarized as follows: (i) truss flooring system members 
may experience high axial forces which was not addressed during the design 
phase; (ii) double track trusses exterior stringers, adjacent to the truss bottom 
chords, experience high axial tension while interior stringers experience low axial 
compression forces; and (iii) floor beams experience high lateral bending moment 
at exterior stringer intersections.  
 
 
Figure 23.  Columbus bridge truss segment proposed model isometric view 
 
The model results under equivalent uniform load showed that exterior 
stringers are subjected to high axial tension increasing toward the bridge midspan 
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while interior stringers are subjected to low axial compression forces as shown in 
Figure 24. As a result to axial force distribution on stringers, floor beams are 
subjected to high lateral bending at the bridge ends which decreases toward the 
bridge midspan. This lateral bending is caused due to the difference in axial force 
on stringers on both of the floor beam sides. Under equivalent uniform load, 
developed axial forces on stringers that act laterally on the floor beams as well as 
floor beams lateral deflected shape are shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25. 
 
Figure 24. Stringers axial force distribution along the truss span 
 
 
Figure 25. Forces acting laterally on floor beams along the truss span 
 
Lower brace (L4L-L3R) axial force time history under the design loading 
Cooper E80 is shown in Figure 26. Axial forces due to live loads were not 
considered in the design procedures of such bridges where bracing elements used 
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to be designed to resist axial forces caused by lateral loading such as wind. Other 
time history results are presented in Appendix B. 
 
 
Figure 26. Lower brace (L4L-L3R) axial force history due to crawling loading Cooper 
E80 – truss segment 
 
4.5. PLATE GIRDER SEGMENT MODEL AND RESULTS 
The plate girder proposed model configurations are close to those 
suggested in the literature (Chotickai & Kanchanalai, 2010; Tobias et al., 1993) as 
discussed earlier. The model contains the two main girders, stringers, floor beams 
and bottom bracing where all of the structural elements were modelled as a frame 
element with rigid ends except for the bottom laterals which were modelled as 
pinned ends. Further modifications were introduced to the model to enable for a 
better match with the actual structure configurations where the bridge elements 
were modelled in different planes to simulate their locations in the actual bridge 
system. Main girders were modeled at an elevation of 5 ft. - 1.875 in. Stringers 
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were modelled at an elevation of 2 ft. - 9.5 in. Floor beams were modelled at an 
elevation of 2 ft. - 1 in, and lower braces at a level of 0.0 in. These locations are 
corresponding to each member center line in the actual system. The proposed 
plate girder segment model isometric view is shown in Figure 27. 
 
Figure 27. Columbus bridge plate girder segment proposed model isometric view  
Similar findings to those highlighted from the truss segment model results 
can be drawn from the plate girder segment. Two representative examples are 
shown here for exterior stringers (stringers 1) axial tension distribution under 
equivalent uniform load and midspan bottom lateral axial force history due to the 
Cooper E80. In general, internal forces for the plate girder segment are lower 
compared to the truss segment.  
The first representative example is shown in Figure 28 for exterior stringer 
axial force distribution along the plate girder segment span that shows that those 
stringers are subjected to axial tension increasing toward the segment midspan. 
The second representative example shown in Figure 29 for the midspan bottom 
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laterals axial force history under the train passage. More results are presented in 
Appendix B. 
 
Figure 28. Stringers 1 axial forces due to uniform loading configuration – plate girder 
segment 
 
 
Figure 29. Mid-span bottom lateral axial force due to crawling loading Cooper E80 – 
plate girder segment 
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4.6. SUMMARY 
This chapter summarizes the bridge that was studied. It also presents 
information related to loads used in the current and following chapters to study 
the bridge internal force distribution and develop SHM plans. 
Initial modelling configurations for both segments were also discussed 
where analytical results showed that the truss flooring system members may 
experience high axial forces which were not addressed during the initial design; 
exterior stringers, adjacent to the truss bottom chords, experience high axial 
tension while interior stringers experience low axial compression forces; and floor 
beams experience high lateral bending moments at exterior stringer intersections.  
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CHAPTER 5: SENSITIVITY ANALYSES   
 
In this section, generated sensitivity analyses that utilized modified analytical 
models to mimic important deficiencies at known locations identified from field are 
presented and discussed. These analyses were created to estimate sensitivity of the 
structural system to these deficiencies; information that ultimately provided valuable 
guidance when optimal, preliminary SHM instrumentation plans were developed.  
The type of model that was selected for these analyses are described in 
Chapter 4. This model is similar to the refined fixed-full model from the literature 
(Chotickai & Kanchanalai, 2010; Tobias et al., 1993).  
The sensitivity study was completed assuming that one track was loaded, 
arbitrarily selected to be Track 1 in Figure 30. Live loads consisted of a frequent, 
routine train identified in Figure 22. This train was chosen because it had the highest 
statically equivalent uniform load from trains whose data was available.  
 
5.1. CONSIDERED DEFICIENCIES  
Deficiencies were selected from routine inspections provided by the 
bridge owner. They were chosen because of their criticality associated with traffic 
interruption or visual inspection cost and consisted of the following items (truss 
and plate girder spans): 
(i) Cracks or missing rivets in stringer-to-floor beam clip angle 
connections;  
(ii) Cracks in stringer flange angles fillets;  
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(iii) Disconnected stringer laterals (truss only); 
(iv) Disconnected bottom laterals; 
(v) Loose eyebars (truss only); and 
(vi) Frozen roller supports. 
Frozen rollers were simulated in three analytical models by a longitudinal 
spring of an axial stiffness of (Kspring) applied at the bridge roller supports that varied 
in magnitude from one model to another. Applied Kspring assumed to be 25 and 100% 
of the bridge longitudinal stiffness (Kbridge-longitudinal) in two models and assumed to be 
infinity (pinned) in the third model. The bridge longitudinal stiffness was estimated 
as the applied longitudinal load (i.e., parallel to main trusses spans) at roller supports 
needed to cause a unit longitudinal displacement in the applied load direction. The 
estimated Kbridge-longitudinal were 1131 and 5882 kip/in for the truss and the plate girder 
segments, respectively. 
Table 1 summarizes these deficiencies and how they were implemented in 
the analytical models. 
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Table 1. Modelled deficiencies. 
Deficiency 
number Deficiency type Modeling technique 
1a Stringer-to-floor beam 
connections – cracked clip 
angles, missing rivets 
Remove stringer in-plane/out-of-plane 
end moment resistance  
1b 
Remove stringer in-plane/out-of-plane 
end moment and axial force resistance 
2 
Disconnected stringer 
lateral 
Remove the disconnected stringer 
lateral from the model 
3 
Disconnected bottom 
lateral 
Remove the disconnected bottom 
lateral from the model 
4 Loose eyebars 
Reduce the cross-sectional area by 50% 
of the original cross-sectional area 
5a 
Frozen Rollers 
Apply a longitudinal spring of an axial 
stiffness (Kspring = 25% Kbridge-longitudinal)  
5b 
Apply a longitudinal spring of an axial 
stiffness (Kspring = 100% Kbridge-
longitudinal) 
5c 
Restrain longitudinal movement of the 
bridge completely (pinned both ends) 
5d 
pinned both ends where restrains 
modelled at main girder bottom flange 
plane 
 
5.2. TRUSS SPAN 
The section summarizes analysis cases for the truss span that was the 
focus of this study along with locations where model output was tracked to help 
establish SHM instrumentation locations. Example results from examined 
deficiencies are shown. More results can be found in Appendix C. 
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5.2.1. Analyses 
Twenty models were generated with one deficiency being simulated in 
each so that the change in the structural response could be quantified. Selected 
deficiencies and their locations were (see Figure 30 and Table 2):  
(i) end connections for Stringers 1 to 4 between truss nodes L4 and L5;  
(ii) Disconnected stringer laterals 1 and 3 for both tracks; 
(iii) Disconnected bottom laterals between truss nodes L4 and L5; 
(iv) Loose eyebars for truss members (L3L-L4L), (L4L-U3L) and (L4L-
U5L); and 
(v) Frozen roller supports at truss nodes L0L and L0R. 
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Figure 30. Truss span deficiency locations. 
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Table 2. Considered deficiency locations 
Members 
Deficiency 
number 
Modification location 
Models 
counts 
Stringers (L4-L5) 
1a At floor beam (FB5) 4 
1b  At floor beam (FB5) 4 
Stringer laterals 1 and 3 
Track 1  
2 Stringer lateral removed 2 
Stringer laterals 1 and 3 
Track 2  
2 Stringer lateral removed 2 
Bottom laterals 
(L4L-L5R) and (L4R-L5L) 
3 Bottom lateral removed 2 
Bottom chord (L3L-L4L) 
Diagonal (L3L-U4R) 
Diagonal (L4L-U5R) 
4 
cross-sectional area reduced 
by 50% 
3 
Truss nodes (L0L) and (L0R)  
5a 
Kspring = 25% Kbridge-longitudinal = 
283 kip/in 
1 
5b 
Kspring = 100% Kbridge-longitudinal = 
1131 kip/in 
1 
5c Pinned both ends 1 
   20 
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5.2.2. Studied responses 
For each of the model runs listed in Table 2, internal forces at 36 locations 
and displacements at truss node (L3L) were studied. For the loose eyebar cases, 
internal forces were studied at four additional locations. The examined locations 
assumed to be the instrumented locations which would capture the damage. When 
mentioning those examined locations “instrumented” will be used. Examined 
locations are shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32 and consisted of:  
(i) Ends and midspan for stringers 2 to 4 between truss nodes L4 and L5;  
(ii) Ends and midspan for stringers1 between truss nodes L2 to L6; 
(iii) Floor beam FB5 at stinger 1, stringer 2 and midspan; 
(iv) Stringer laterals between truss nodes L4 and L5 both tracks; 
(v) Bottom laterals between truss nodes L4 and L6; 
(vi) Truss lower chord (L4L-L5L) close to node L5L; 
(vii)  Displacements at truss node L3L; 
(viii) Truss members (L3L-L4L), (L3R-L4R), (L3L-U4L) and (L4L-U3L). 
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Figure 31. Truss span monitored locations
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Figure 32. Truss span additional monitored locations 
 
Examinations were accomplished graphically by quantifying the change in 
each considered response caused by a simulated deficiency. Each figure contains 
comparisons between response time histories for both healthy and deficient 
conditions. Plotted responses varied based on member type (i.e., beam or truss 
element) and location along its length (i.e., end or midspan of the member). For 
each of the monitored locations shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32, plotted 
responses from Table 3 consisted of: 
(i) In-plane/out-of-plane moments, axial and shear forces for stringers 
and at floor beam ends; 
(ii) In-plane/out-of-plane moment and  axial forces for stringers, floor 
beam midspans and the truss lower chord (L4L-L5L); 
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(iii) Out-of-plane moments and axial forces for remaining, monitored 
truss members; 
(iv) Axial forces for stringer and bottom laterals; 
(v) Vertical, lateral and longitudinal displacements at truss node 
(L3L). 
For each of those examined locations, change in plotted internal response 
(i.e., axial force, in-plane bending or out-of-plane bending) between the healthy 
and deficient conditions was estimated. The calculated change in the response is 
illustrated in Equation 1: 
∆ Response (%) = [(Response deficient / Response healthy – 1) * 100]    Equation 1 
 
Where Response deficient is the predicted response at the monitored location 
from the model in which one deficiency was simulated, and Response healthy is the 
predicted response at the same monitored location for the healthy model (i.e., no 
simulated deficiencies). 
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Table 3. Monitored locations and examined responses 
Location Plotted responses 
Plots counts 
per location 
Plots counts 
per model 
Total plots 
counts 
Truss lower 
riveted (L4L-L5L)  
· Axial force 
· In-plane moment 
· Out-of-plane 
moment 
3 3 60 
Truss eyebars 
members  
· Axial force 
· Out-of-plane 
moment 
2 8 48 
Floor beam (FB5) 
at stringer 1 and 2  
· Axial force 
· In-plane moment 
· Out-of-plane 
moment 
· Shear force 
4 8 160 
Floor beam (FB5) 
midspan 
· Axial force 
· In-plane moment 
· Out-of-plane 
moment 
3 3 60 
Stringers ends 
· Axial force 
· In-plane moment 
· Out-of-plane 
moment 
· Shear force 
4 56 1120 
Stringers midspan 
· Axial force 
· In-plane moment 
· Out-of-plane 
moment 
3 21 420 
Stringer laterals 
and  
Bottom laterals 
· Axial force 1 12 240 
Truss node (L3L)  
· Vertical, lateral and 
longitudinal 
displacement 
3 3 60 
    2168 
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5.2.3. Sample results  
5.2.3.1. Stringer 1 (L4-L5)  
One example of simulated deficiencies from Table 2 was the end of 
Stringer 1 in panel L4-L5 at floor beam FB5. This deficiency was found to 
influence behavior at “instrument” locations shown in Figure 33. Locations 
shown to be influenced due to this deficiency, based on graphical comparisons 
and calculated change in responses (Equation 1), were: (i) truss bottom chord 
(L4L-L5L); (ii) stringer 1(L4-L5) midspan and ends; (iii) stringer 1 (L5-L6) end 
at truss node (L5); (iv) stringer lateral 1, Track 1; (v) stringer 2 (L4-L5) midspan; 
and (vi) floor beam (FB5) midspan.  
 
Figure 33. Locations of influence – simulated deficiency at Stringer 1 in panel L4-L5.  
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Sample results representing changes in stringer 1 in-plane end moments at 
panel L5-L6 for deficiency (1a) at Stringer 1 panel L4-L5 end, denoted as location 
5, are shown in Figure 34 and summarized in Table 4. The table indicates that 
these end moments at Stringer 1 panel L5-L6 changed by 89.9% when severe 
degradation of in-plane bending moment was simulated at the Stringer 1panel L4-
L5 end. This deficiency simulation case is representative of a situation where 
strategic instrumentation placement at the influenced locations would be 
warranted to capture an important deficiency at Stringer 1 panel L4-L5 end.  
Sample results representing changes in stringer 1 in-plane end moments at 
panel L4-L5 for deficiency (1a) at Stringer 1 panel L4-L5 end, denoted as location 
2, are shown in Figure 35 and summarized in Table 4. The table indicates that 
these end moments at Stringer 1 panel L4-L5 changed by 100% when severe 
degradation of in-plane bending moment was simulated at the Stringer 1panel L4-
L5 end. This deficiency simulation case is representative of a situation where 
strategic instrumentation placement at the influenced locations would be 
warranted to capture an important deficiency at Stringer 1 panel L4-L5 end.  
Sample results representing changes in stringer 1 in-plane moments at 
locations 3 and 4 are shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37. Change in the in-plane 
moment at those locations is minimal which would be an inefficient location for 
instrumentations. 
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Figure 34. Stringer1 panel L5-L6 in-plane end moment time history, location 5 – 
simulated deficiency at Stringer1 panel L4-L5 end 
 
 
Figure 35. Stringer1 panel L4-L5 in-plane end moment time history, location 2 – 
simulated deficiency at Stringer1 panel L4-L5 end 
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Figure 36. Stringer1 panel L4-L5 in-plane midspan moment time history, location 3 – 
simulated deficiency at Stringer1 panel L4-L5 end 
 
Figure 37. Stringer1 panel L4-L5 in-plane end moment time history, location 4 – 
simulated deficiency at Stringer1 panel L4-L5 end 
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Table 4. Locations and response changes – stringer 1 panel L4-L5 end deficiency  
Location 
(Figure 33) 
 Response ranges Equation 1 % 
1 Mout = -1.55 to 2.42 kip-ft. ∆Mout = - 33.5 
2 Min = -220.0 to 0.0 kip-ft Min = Mout = - 100 
3 Mout = -0.5 to 0.61 kip-ft ∆Mout = - 193.4 
4 Mout = 0.0 to 4.0 kip-ft ∆Mout = - 40.5 
5 Min = -229.0 to 0.0 kip-ft ∆Min = - 89.9 
6 P = -0.52 to 0.06 kip ∆P = 28.40 
7 P = 0.00 to -3.76 kip ∆P = 32.3 
8 Mout = -2.40 to 2.06 kip-ft. ∆Mout = 39.3 
5.2.3.2. Bottom lateral (L4L-L5R) 
Another deficiency from Table 2 was the disconnection of bottom lateral 
bracing member L4L-L5R. This deficiency was found to influence behavior at 
“instrument” locations shown in Figure 38. Locations shown to be influenced due 
to this deficiency, based on graphical comparisons and calculated change in 
responses (Equation 1), were: (i) truss bottom chord L4L-L5L; (ii) stringer 
laterals of track 1; (iii) stringer 2 panelL4-L5 both ends; (iv) bottom laterals L4L-
L5R and L4R-L5L; and (v) floor beam (FB5) midspan and at its intersection with 
stringers 1 and 2. 
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Figure 38. Location of influence – simulated deficiency at Bottom lateral (L4L-L5R)  
 
Sample results representing changes in the axial force history at bottom 
lateral (L4R-L5L) for deficiency (3) at bottom lateral (L4L-L5R) are shown in 
Figure 39 and summarized in Table 5.  The table indicates that the axial force at 
the Bottom lateral (L4L-L5R) changed by 52% when severe connection 
degradation was simulated at Bottom lateral (L4R-L5L). This deficiency 
simulation case is representative of a situation where strategic instrumentation 
placement at the influenced locations would be warranted to capture an important 
deficiency at Bottom lateral (L4R-L5L).  
Sample results representing changes in bottom lateral (L5L-L6R) axial 
force time-history is shown in Figure 40 which shows almost a negligible change 
in the axial force time-history due to deficient bottom lateral (L4L-L5R). 
Installing sensors on the bottom lateral (L5L-L6R) would be inefficient in 
detecting bottom lateral (L4L-L5R) deficiency. 
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Figure 39. Bottom lateral (L5L-L4R) axial force time history, location 6 – simulated 
deficiency at Bottom lateral (L4L-L5R) 
 
 
Figure 40. Bottom lateral (L5L-L6R) axial force time history – simulated deficiency at 
Bottom lateral (L4L-L5R) 
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Table 5. Influenced locations and response change – bottom lateral (L4L-L5R) deficiency 
Location 
(Figure 38) 
Response ranges Equation 1% 
1 Mout = -1.3 to 3.5 kip-ft  ∆Mout = 100  
2 P = -0.53 to 0.53 kip ∆P = - 70 
3 Mout = -0.02 to 1.3 kip-ft ∆Mout = 60 
4 Mout = -1.5 to 0.02 kip-ft ∆Mout = 50 
5 P = 0.0 P = 0.0  
6 P = -0.2 to 2.6 kip ∆P = - 52 
7 P = -3.3 to 0.78 kip ∆P = - 77 
 
5.3. PLATE GIRDER SPAN  
The section summarizes analysis cases for the plate girder span that was 
the focus of this study along with locations where model output was tracked to 
help establish SHM instrumentation locations. Example results from the included 
deficiencies are shown. More results can be found in Appendix C. 
5.3.1. Analyses 
Seventeen models were generated with one deficiency being simulated in 
each so that the change in the structural response is quantified. Selected 
deficiencies and their locations were (see Figure 41 and Table 6):  
(i) End connections for Stringers 1 to 4 between floor beams FB3 and 
FB4;  
(ii) Disconnected bottom laterals (D1 to D4) and (L1) between floor 
beams FB3 and FB4; 
(iii) Frozen roller supports at plate girder ends E1 and E2. 
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Figure 41. Plate girder span deficiency locations 
Table 6. Considered deficiencies locations 
Members  
Deficiency 
number 
Modified location 
Models 
counts 
Stringers  
(FB3-FB4) 
1a At floor beam (FB4) 4 
1b At floor beam (FB4) 4 
Bottom laterals 
(D1), (D2), (D3) 
(D4) and (L1) 
3 Bottom lateral removed 5 
Main plate girders 
ends  
(E1) and (E2)  
5a 
Kspring = 25% Kbridge-longitudinal = 1470 
kip/in 
1 
5b 
Kspring = 100% Kbridge-longitudinal = 5882 
kip/in 
1 
5c Pinned both ends 1 
5d 
Pinned both ends at main girder 
bottom flange plane 
1 
   17 
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5.3.2. Studied responses  
For each of the model runs listed in Table 6, internal forces output at 35 
locations and displacements at one node were studied. For frozen rollers cases, 
internal forces were studied at additional five locations. Examined locations are 
shown in Figure 42 and consisted of:  
(i) Ends and midspans of stringers 1 to 4 between floor beams FB3 and 
FB5;  
(ii) Floor beam FB4 at stinger 1, stringer 2 and midspan; 
(iii) Bottom lateral diagonals (D1 to D4) and strut (L1); 
(iv) Main plate girders midspans; 
(v) Left main girder midspan displacements. 
(vi) Additional locations included bottom lateral diagonals (D5 to D6) and 
strut (L2) 
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Figure 42. Plate girder span monitored locations  
 
Examinations were accomplished graphically by quantifying the change in 
each of the considered responses due to the simulated deficiency. Each figure 
contains a comparison between the considered response time history for both of 
the healthy and the deficient conditions. Plotted responses varied based on the 
member type (i.e., beam or truss element) and location along the length of the 
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member (i.e., end or midspan of the member). For each of the monitored locations 
shown in Figure 42 plotted responses (listed in Table 7) consisted of: 
(i) In-plane/out-of-plane moments, axial and shear forces for stringers 
and floor beam ends; 
(ii) In-plane/out-of-plane moments, axial forces for stringers, floor beam 
and main girders midspans; 
(iii) Axial forces for bottom laterals; 
(iv) Vertical, lateral and longitudinal displacements for left main girder 
midspan. 
The change in response was quantified as shown earlier in section 5.2.2 
and via Equation 1. 
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Table 7. Monitored locations and plotted responses 
Location Plotted responses 
Plots 
counts per 
location 
Plots 
counts per 
model 
Total plots 
counts 
Main girders 
midspan  
· Axial force 
· In-plane moment 
· Out-of-plane moment 
3 6 102 
Floor beam (FB4) at 
stringer 1 and 2  
· Axial force 
· In-plane moment 
· Out-of-plane moment 
· Shear force 
4 8 136 
Floor beam (FB4) 
midspan 
· Axial force 
· In-plane moment 
· Out-of-plane moment 
3 3 51 
Stringers ends 
· Axial force 
· In-plane moment 
· Out-of-plane moment 
· Shear force 
4 64 1088 
Stringers midspans 
· Axial force 
· In-plane moment 
· Out-of-plane moment 
3 24 408 
Bottom laterals · Axial force 1 10 170 
Left main girder 
midspan  
· Vertical, lateral and 
longitudinal 
displacement 
3 3 51 
    2006 
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5.3.3. Sample results 
5.3.3.1. Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4  
One example of simulated deficiencies from Table 6 was the end of 
Stringer 3in the panel between FB3-FB4. This deficiency was found to influence 
behavior at “instrument” locations shown in Figure 43 and summarized in Table 
8. Locations shown to be influenced due to this deficiency, based on graphical 
comparisons and calculated change in responses (Equation 1), were: (i) stringer 3 
panel FB3-FB4 midspan and both ends; (ii) stringer 4 panel FB3-FB4 end at floor 
beam FB4; (iii) stringer 3 panel FB4-FB5 midspan and both ends; and (iv) 
stringer 4 panel FB4-FB5 end.  
 
Figure 43. Locations of influence – simulated deficiency at Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 
 
Sample results representing changes in Stringer 3 in-plane end moment at 
panels FB3-FB4 and FB4-FB5, denoted as locations 1 and 5, for deficiency (1a) 
at Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 end are shown in Figure 44 and Figure 47 and 
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summarized in Table 8. The table indicates that these end moments at Stringer 3 
panels FB3-FB4 and panel FB4-FB5 changed by more than 90% when severe 
degradation of in-plane bending moment was simulated at the Stringer 3 panel 
FB3-FB4 end.  
Another Sample results representing changes in Stringer 3 in-plane 
midspan moments at panels FB3-FB4 and FB4-FB5, denoted as locations 2 and 6, 
for deficiency (1a) at Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 end are shown in Figure 45 and 
Figure 48 and summarized in Table 8. The table indicates that these midspan 
moments at Stringer 3 panels FB3-FB4 and panel FB4-FB5 changed by more than 
45% when severe degradation of in-plane bending moment was simulated at the 
Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 end.  
Sample results representing changes in Stringer 3 in-plane end moment at 
panels FB3-FB4 and FB4-FB5, denoted as locations 3 and 7, for deficiency (1a) 
at Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 end are shown in Figure 45 and Figure 49 and 
summarized in Table 8. The table indicates that these end moments at Stringer 3 
panels FB3-FB4 and panel FB4-FB5 have almost a negligible changed in the 
observed in-plane end moments.  
 
Observed changes in the developed in-plane moments shown at locations 
1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 illustrate that locations 1 2, 5 and 6 are strategic instrumentation 
locations that warrant detecting Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 end deficiency.  
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Figure 44. Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 end in-plane moment time history at FB4, location 1 
– simulated deficiency at Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 at FB4 
 
 
Figure 45. Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 midspan in-plane moment time history, location 2 – 
simulated deficiency at Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 at FB4 
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Figure 46. Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 end in-plane moment time history at FB3, location 3 
– simulated deficiency at Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 at FB4 
 
 
Figure 47. Stringer 3 panel FB4-FB5 end in-plane moment time history at FB4, location 5 
– simulated deficiency at Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 at FB4  
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Figure 48. Stringer 3 panel FB4-FB5 midspan in-plane moment time history, location 6 – 
simulated deficiency at Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 at FB4  
 
 
Figure 49. Stringer 3 panel FB4-FB5 end in-plane moment time history at FB5 – 
simulated deficiency at Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 at FB4  
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Table 8. Influenced locations and response change – stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 end 
deficiency  
Location 
(Figure 43) 
Response ranges Equation 1% 
1 P = -4.1 to 0.26 ∆Min = ∆Mout = - 100 
∆P = 14.4 
2 Min = -14.4 to 32.3 kip-ft  
P = -4.1 to 0.26 
∆Min = - 37.0 
∆P = 13.5 
3 P = -4.1 to 0.26 ∆P = 13.2 
4 Min= -8.9 to 25.4 kip-ft 
Mout= -0.34 to 0.32 kip-ft 
∆Min = 23.0  
∆Mout = 140.0  
5 Min = -17.9 to 39.2 kip-ft 
P = -3.4 to 0.30 
∆Min = - 90.3 
∆P = - 21.2 
6 Min = -14.4 to 31.9 kip-ft 
P = -3.4 to 0.30 
∆Min = - 41.2 
∆P = - 21.8 
7 P = -3.4 to 0.30 ∆P = - 22.3 
8 Min= -8.5 to 24.5 kip-ft ∆Min = 19.3  
5.3.3.2. Bottom lateral (L4L-L5R) 
Another deficiency from Table 6 was the Bottom lateral D3 disconnection. 
This deficiency was found to influence behavior at “instrument” locations shown 
in Figure 50. Locations shown to be influenced due to this deficiency, based on 
graphical comparisons and calculated change in responses (Equation 1), were: (i) 
bottom laterals diagonal D3; (ii) bottom lateral diagonal D8; and (iii) bottom 
laterals strut L1. 
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Figure 50. Locations of influence – simulated deficiency at Bottom lateral diagonal D3 
 
Sample results representing changes in the axial force history at bottom 
laterals diagonal D8 for deficiency (3) at bottom lateral diagonal D3 are shown in 
Figure 51 and summarized in Table 9. The table indicates that the axial force at 
the Bottom lateral D8 changed by 54.6% when severe connection degradation was 
simulated at Bottom lateral D3. This deficiency simulation case is representative 
of a situation where strategic instrumentation placement at the influenced 
locations would be warranted to capture an important deficiency at Bottom lateral 
D3.  
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Figure 51. Bottom laterals diagonal D8 axial force time history – simulated deficiency at 
Bottom diagonal D3 
 
Table 9. Influenced locations and response change – bottom lateral diagonal D3 
deficiency 
Location 
(Figure 50) 
Response ranges Equation 1% 
1 P = 0.0 to 7.1 kip ∆P = - 100 
2 P = -0.25 to 6.3 kip ∆P = - 54.6 
3 P = 0.0 to 4.7 kip ∆P > 90 
 
For this deficiency, if Floor beam midspan FB4 is instrumented, the 
damage at bottom lateral D3 would not be captured due to the negligible change 
in response as shown in Figure 52. This results showed that monitoring the 
bending stresses of Floor beam FB4 midspan would not provide any appreciable 
indication of Bottom lateral D3 damage.  
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Figure 52. Floor beam FB4 midspan in-plane moment time history – simulated deficiency 
at Bottom diagonal D3 
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5.4. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES AND PREPARING MONITORING 
PLANS  
Sensitivity analyses were carried out to help identify influenced “sensor” 
locations when damage occurred at a number of locations on the bridge. It was 
initially estimated that, if each structural element experiencing coupled bending 
and axial force required 3 sensors at each instrumented location, between 80 and 
104 strain sensors would be needed for the truss span and between 82 and 118 
sensors for the plate girder span. These numbers were deemed impractical, 
necessitating the sensitivity study. 
To reduce the number of sensors and associated data processing time, 
stresses were evaluated at the “sensor” locations assuming that one strain sensor 
could be effectively used to assess the health condition at each proposed location. 
The effectiveness of monitoring and comparing stresses as opposed to comparing 
forces was assessed by comparing stress time histories at the influenced locations 
by the damage as completed for the internal forces comparisons. These 
comparisons were completed to capture if the change in the stress response is 
significant. 
Stresses were calculated at the outer faces of selected truss bottom chord 
eyebars while bottom laterals stresses were estimated at their centroid. Plate 
girders, floor beam and stringer stresses were calculated at their top and bottom 
flanges mid-width and tips with a total of six points at each cross-section. 
Comparisons between healthy and deficient conditions stress time histories 
indicated that using one sensors at each “instrumented” location could provide 
beneficial information on the bridge structural health, which would result in 
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reducing the number of sensors by approximately one-third of those deployed in 
internal forces were monitored. It was decided that, to eliminate traffic 
interruptions across the bridge, instruments would be placed on the influenced 
locations bottom flanges and on bottom laterals for both segments. 
Sample stress comparisons used to identify the change in stress responses 
due to simulated deficiencies are shown in Figure 53 and Figure 54 for Stringer 1 
panel L4-L5 end bottom flange mid-width in the truss segment and bottom lateral 
D6 in the plate girder segment. Deterioration assumed to be 100% of bending 
stiffness at Stringer 1 panel L4-L5 end for the truss segment and bottom lateral 
D1 is disconnected in the plate girder segment. Additional comparisons are shown 
in Appendix C. The figures indicate that deficiencies would be captured when 
stresses are monitored “one sensor used” at the influenced locations.  
 
Figure 53. Stringer 1 panel L4-L5 end bottom stress time history – simulated deficiency 
at Stringer 1 panel L4-L5 end 
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Figure 54. Bottom brace D6 stress time history – simulated deficiency at Bottom brace 
D1 
 
5.5. SUMMARY 
In this section, sensitivity analyses were completed using modified 
analytical models to estimate the sensitivity of the structural system to 
deficiencies at known locations from previous visual inspection reports. These 
analyses were performed by modifying analytical models described earlier in 
Chapter 4 based on important deficiencies identified from visual inspection 
reports. The results indicated which instrumented locations are expected to have 
significant changes in the stress time history resulting from the considered 
deficiencies. Those identified locations will be used in proposing SHM plans after 
field testing and modelling calibrations. 
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CHAPTER 6: INITIAL FIELD TESTING AND MODEL 
CALIBRATION 
Two field testing events were completed to assist with evaluating bridge 
behavior and calibrating proposed models. Initial instrumentation plans were based 
on preliminary results from proposed models in Chapter 4 coupled with information 
obtained in the literature as outlined in Chapter 2.  
Initial sensor placement schemes were established by examining internal 
forces predicted from proposed models. For example, to estimate total stresses 
developed at a member cross section due to axial force and major and minor axis 
bending, three strain sensors were proposed. When a member was believed to be 
subjected to axial force and moment about one axis only, two strain sensors were 
proposed. Because of symmetry along the bridge centerline, most instruments were 
installed on structural elements below Track 2. 
Selected instrumentation consisted of Bridge Diagnostics, Incorporated (BDI) 
strain sensors and accelerometers acquired using a BDI wireless data acquisition 
system. As shown in Figure 55, this system involved directly wiring four sensors to a 
data collection node that wirelessly transmitted recorded data to a base station shown 
in Figure 56. The base station, in turn, transmitted that information wirelessly to a 
laptop, as shown in Figure 57. 
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Figure 55. Wireless nodes  
 
 
Figure 56. Wireless base station 
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Figure 57. Laptop displaying wirelessly transmitted sensor signals 
 
6.1. EVENT 1 INSTRUMENTATION, TESTS, RESULTS 
Field Testing Event 1 utilized a total of 72 strain sensors and 4 
accelerometers to determine bridge structural response under routine train loads. 
These instruments were installed on truss segment A3 and plate girder segment 
B1 (see Figure 12, 0CHAPTER 4: STUDIED BRIDGE GEOMETRY, LOADS 
AND NUMERICAL MODELLING). Data was collected on December 18, 
2016 as 7 trains traversed the bridge at varying speeds.  More information on 
instrumentation placement, applied loads, recorded and predicted time history 
responses are provided in the sections that follow. 
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6.1.1. Truss span instrumentation  
Plan and elevation views of the truss span and its floor system, 
detailing all instrument locations, are shown in Figure 58. Representative 
pictures of instrumented locations are shown in Figure 59 and Figure 60.  
 
Figure 58. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 1: (a) truss elevation; (b) floor 
system stringers and floor beams; and (c) floor system bracing 
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Figure 59. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on Stringer 2 
panel L5-L6  
 
 
Figure 60. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on Floor beam 
FB4 at Stringer 4 
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Analytical models predicted that south truss bottom chord member L3-
L4 would be subjected to high axial force and out-of-plane bending moments 
under train loading. The results also indicated that in-plane bending moments 
would be zero due to pins at member ends. As a result, L3-L4 was 
instrumented with two strain sensors placed at midspan on exterior eyebars as 
shown in Figure 61.  
Models also predicted that floor beam FB4 would be subjected to 
significant out-of-plane bending in addition to axial force and in-plane bending 
and, as a result, it was instrumented using 8 strain sensors. Three sensors were 
placed adjacent to both Stringers 1 and 4 to determine out-of-plane bending 
levels while 2 sensors were installed at midspan since model predictions 
indicated maximum in-plane bending and negligible out-of-plane bending at 
this location. Floor beam sensor placement is shown in Figure 62. 
Instruments were also placed onto Stringer 1 and 2 due to anticipated 
axial tensile and compressive forces coupled with in- and out-of-plane bending. 
As a result, 8 sections were instrumented with 3 sensors each with end sections 
investigating axial forces, end fixity and out-of-plane bending and mid-span 
sections evaluating in-plane bending effects. Stringer 1 and 2 sensor placement 
is shown in Figure 63 and Figure 64, respectively. 
 
Figure 61. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on south truss 
bottom chord L3-L4 
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Figure 62. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on Floor beam 
FB4 
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Figure 63. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on Stringers 1  
 
 
Figure 64. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on Stringers 2  
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Additional instrumentation consisted of one strain sensor placed on a 
bracing member between Stringers 1 and 2 at panel L5-L6, and 3 strain sensors 
placed on a lower lateral bracing member between truss panel points L2 and 
L3. Strain transducers were placed as shown in Figure 58 and Figure 65.  
 
 
Figure 65. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on Stringer 
laterals location 13, and bottom laterals locations 14 and 15 
 
Accelerometers were also used during field testing to evaluate 
dynamic characteristics. Initial models indicated that the fundamental mode for 
the truss was weak axis bending and, as a result, 2 accelerometers were placed 
adjacent to panel points L4L and L2R to measure modal response in the lateral 
direction (see Figure 58).  
6.1.2. Plate girder span instrumentation 
Plan views of the plate girder span, showing its floor and bracing 
systems and detailing all instrument locations, are shown in Figure 66. 
Representative instrumented sections are shown in Figure 67 and Figure 68. 
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Figure 66. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 1: (a) floor system stringers 
and floor beams; and (b) floor system bracing 
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Figure 67. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed field sensors on 
the south Plate Girder 
 
Figure 68. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed field sensors on 
Stringer 2 panel FB5-FB6 midspan 
Analytical models predicted that the through girders would be 
subjected to axial force and in- and out-of-plane bending moments under train 
loads. As a result, the south plate girder was selected to have three strain 
sensors installed at its bottom flange tips and on its top flange outbound tip at 
midspan as shown in Figure 69.  
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Models also predicted that FB4 would be subjected to out-of-plane 
bending in addition to axial force and in-plane bending and, as a result, it was 
instrumented using 8 strain sensors. Three sensors were placed adjacent to both 
Stringers 1 and 4 to determine out-of-plane bending levels while 2 sensors 
were installed at midspan to examine in-plane bending. Floor beam sensor 
placement is shown in Figure 70. 
  
Figure 69. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on the 
South Plate Girder 
Strain sensors were also placed onto Stringers 1 and 2 between FB3 
and FB6 because models indicated that they could experience axial tensile and 
compressive forces during train passage, with large superimposed axial and 
bending tensile effects occurring on the bottom flange of Stringer 1 at midspan. 
A total of 7 cross sections were instrumented, with Stringer 1 having 5 sections 
containing two (at midspan) or three (at its ends) sensors each and Stringer 2 
having two midspan sections, each with three strain sensors. Instrumented 
sections at stringer ends helped determine end fixity, axial force and out-of-
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plane bending levels while mid-span sections helped evaluate axial effects and 
strong axis bending. Detailed sensor placement for Stringers 1 and 2 are shown 
in Figure 71 and Figure 72, respectively. 
Additional instrumentation consisted of 4 strain sensors placed on 
lower lateral bracing and on diaphragms between through girders to determine 
load sharing levels during train passage. Lower lateral bracing members that 
were instrumented had 1 sensor each while 2 sensors were installed on a 
diaphragm. Strain transducers were placed on them members as shown in 
Figure 73.  
In similar fashion to the truss span, accelerometers were utilized to 
ascertain dynamic characteristics. They were again oriented parallel to the 
span’s weak axis based on analyses that indicated weak axis bending was the 
fundamental mode with 2 accelerometers placed adjacent to FB2 and FB4.  
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Figure 70. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on Floor 
Beam FB4 
 
 
Figure 71. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on 
Stringers 1 
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Figure 72. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on 
Stringers 2 
  
Figure 73. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 1, installed sensors on 
Bottom Laterals 
 
6.1.3. Measured train load configurations 
Event 1 data was collected during 8 train passes. As summarized in 
Table 10, trains varied in size, speed, weight and direction. Five of those trains 
traversed the bridge on eastbound Track 2, where most of instrumentation was 
placed. Detailed information on four trains (1, 2, 3 and 8) was obtained from 
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Weigh in Motion (WIM) data supplied by the bridge owner. Two sample train 
silhouettes are shown in Figure 74. 
Table 10. Testing Event 1 train loading configurations 
Train No. Track Direction Cars Loaded/empty 
Approximate 
Speed (mph) 
1 2 East 141 All loaded 40 
2 1 West 55 All loaded 60 
3 1 West 134 All empty 60 
4 2 West 100 All loaded 60 
5 1 East 31 8 loaded 20 
6 2 East 93 28 loaded 60 
7 2 East 3 3 locomotives 60 
8 2 West 134 All empty 60 
 
 
 
  
Figure 74. Testing Event 1 Train Silhouettes: (a) Train 1; (b) Train 3  
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6.1.4. Event 1 Field Data and Model Comparisons 
Comparisons between unfiltered data from 4 of the 8 Testing Event 1 
train passes and predictions from the initial model (see Section 4.4) were 
completed to further investigate model accuracy and make modifications if 
necessary.  Unfiltered data was used given the low noise to signal ratios 
observed during the tests. Comparisons are presented at select locations for 
Train 3 and Train 8.  
6.1.4.1. Train 3 
Measured and predicted stress time-histories at the east end of Stringer 
1 in truss panel L3-L4, denoted as Location 6 in Figure 58 and Figure 63, are 
shown in Figure 75. Field stresses were determined by multiplying collected 
strains by a nominal modulus of elasticity of 29000 ksi. The comparison shows 
that the model predicted appreciable lateral bending while field results did not 
show appreciable lateral bending. This result was typical for stringer ends in 
the truss span and end restraints were changed to semi-rigid for in-plane 
(strong axis) bending with an out-of-plane moment release. These comparisons 
also typically showed higher predicted strong axis bending stresses at stringer 
ends than those measured in the field. Therefore, a trial and error approach was 
used to adjust the model by changing stringers end fixity ratios. An acceptable 
match was achieved when an in-plane end fixity ratio of 67% was applied to all 
stringers ends. This fixity ratios was applied to all stringer ends because all 
stringers have same end connection configurations which might be suitable to 
be presented with the same end fixity ratio. This end fixity ratio was estimated 
as the ratio between end moments developed in the calibrated model to the end 
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moment for another model in which stringers were rigidly connected where a 
uniform load was applied to stringers. 
 
Figure 75. Bottom flange stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 3, east 
end of Stringer 1, truss Panel L3-L4 
6.1.4.2. Train 8  
Measured and predicted stress time-histories at midspan of Stringer 2 
between FB4 and FB5, denoted as Location 25 in Figure 66 and Figure 72, are 
shown in Figure 76. The comparison shows that model results are highly 
variable in comparison to field results. Predictions from initial analyses for this 
train passage included plateaus representing passage of a gang of three axles, 
with each plateau containing three peaks that were inferred to represent each 
axle. However, field results showed almost negligible variation due to axle 
passage. As a result of this phenomenon, the initial plate girder span model was 
modified to include track rails and ties to help distribute train loads.  
Axle gang plateaus and individual axle peaks were less apparent in the 
truss span model, with these differences being attributed to axle spacing 
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relative to stringer span length. In the truss span, stringers nominally spanned 
24.5 ft. between floor beams while they spanned 10.6 ft. in the plate girder 
span. Track rails and ties were also included in this model so that train loads 
were more uniformly distributed. Measured and predicted stress time-histories 
at midspan of Stringer 1 in truss span panel L2-L3, denoted as Location 8 in 
Figure 58 and Figure 63, are shown in Figure 77. 
 
Figure 76. Bottom flange stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 8, 
midspan of Stringer 2, plate girder Panel FB4-FB5 
 
Figure 77. Bottom flange stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 8, 
midspan of Stringer 2, truss Panel L2-L3 
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The initial model had floor-beams and stringers located in a single 
plane. Based on the actual positioning of each element in the real structure, it 
was decided to apply vertical offsets so that each element location in the model 
mimicked its location in the actual structure. Flooring system member vertical 
(Z) direction offsets from the main truss bottom chord centroidal axis are listed 
in Table 11. 
 
Table 11. Floor system vertical (Z) direction offsets 
Element 
Centroidal axis offset (in.) 
+ = upward, - = downward 
Main truss bottom chords 0.00 
Stringers + 18.90 
Floor beams + 18.90 
Stringer laterals + 42.8 
Bottom laterals - 11.3 
6.1.5. Updated model  
As discussed in the previous section, modifications to the initial model 
described in Section 6.1.4 were necessary to improve the agreement with data 
measured during train passes, and they are summarized in Table 10. Trial and 
error approach was used in model calibrations where parameter selected and 
updated to approach an improved agreement between predicted and measured 
responses. Model calibration procedures, selected parameters modifications 
and their influence on the predicted responses are summarized in Table 12. The 
final updated model was modified by: 
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1. Explicitly modelling rails and ties;  
2. Applying offsets in the vertical (Z) direction for stringers, floor 
beams and bracing members; and 
3. Modifying stringers end fixity ratios. 
Figure 78 shows the details of the updated model.  
Comparisons were repeated for trains 1, 2, 3 and 8 in Table 10. Sample 
results are provided in the sections that follow. 
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Table 12. Model calibration procedures 
Considered parameters per iteration Predicted responses discrepancy/agreement 
Initial model 
· Overestimated stringer stresses 
· Underestimated laterals stresses 
· Local peaks in stresses of stringers 
beneath loaded track 
· Initial model 
· Modelling track and rails  · Local peaks eliminated 
· Initial model 
· Modelling track and rails 
· Applying stringers, floor beams offsets 
· Eliminating stringers weak axis end fixity 
· Local peaks eliminated 
· Stringers lateral stresses eliminated 
· Bottom laterals slightly improve 
· Stringer laterals discrepancy increased 
 
· Initial model 
· Modelling track and rails 
· Applying stringers, floor beams offsets 
· Eliminating stringers weak axis end fixity 
· Apply strong axis end fixity ratio for 
stringers 1 and 4 = 54% of continuous 
· Apply strong axis end fixity ratio for 
stringers 2 and 3 = 67% of continuous 
· Local peaks eliminated 
· Stringers and floor beams improved, 
especially, interior stringers 
· Stringers lateral stresses eliminated 
· Bottom laterals improved 
· Stringer laterals slightly improved 
 
· Initial model 
· Modelling track and rails 
· Applying stringers, floor beams offsets 
· Eliminating stringers weak axis end fixity 
· Apply strong axis end fixity ratio for all 
stringers = 67% of continuous 
· Local peaks eliminated 
· Stringers and floor beams improved, 
especially interior stringers 
· Stringers lateral stresses eliminated 
· Bottom laterals improved 
· Stringer laterals slightly improved 
· Initial model 
· Modelling track and rails 
· Applying stringers, floor beams offsets 
· Eliminating stringers weak axis end fixity 
· Apply strong axis end fixity ratio for all 
stringers = 67% of continuous 
· Apply axial end fixity ratio for all stringers 
= 50% of continuous 
· Local peaks eliminated 
· Stringers and floor beams improved, 
especially exterior stringers 
· Stringers lateral stresses eliminated 
· Bottom laterals improved 
· Stringer laterals slightly improved 
· Initial model 
· Modelling track and rails 
· Applying stringers, floor beams offsets 
· Eliminating stringers weak axis end fixity 
· Apply strong axis end fixity ratio for all 
stringers = 67% of continuous 
· Reduce bottom laterals axial stiffness by 
50% 
· No significant change took place when 
compared to previous 2 iterations 
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Figure 78. Modified model 
6.1.5.1. Truss 
Measured and predicted stress time-histories for FB4 under Train 3 at 
Stringer 4, denoted as Location 9 in Figure 58 and Figure 62, are shown in 
Figure 79. The comparison shows good correlation between model and field 
results, with nondimensionalized ratios ranging between 0.96 and 1.16. The 
comparison indicates that the floor beam is subjected to appreciable out-of-
plane bending at this location (approximately 40% of recorded vertical bending 
stresses). This behavior is exhibited throughout the truss span floor beams. 
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Figure 79. Bottom flange stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 3, floor 
beam FB4 at Stringer 4  
Measured and predicted stress time-histories for Train 3 at the east end 
of Stringer 1 in truss panel L3-L4, denoted as Location 6 in Figure 58 and 
Figure 63, are shown in Figure 80. The comparison shows that the model 
predicted and field measured stresses are very close with a ratio of 1.09 model 
to field which is a representative result when track 1 is loaded. This result show 
that stringers typically experience considerable stress cycles at their ends, 
irrespective of which track was loaded. 
Measured and predicted stress time-histories under Train 3 loading at 
the midspan of Stringer 2 in truss panel L5-L6, denoted as Location 1 in Figure 
58 and Figure 64, is shown in Figure 81. The comparison shows that a good 
match between model and field results with a ratio of 1.05 between model to 
field which is a representative result for this instrumented location.  
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Figure 80. Bottom flange stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 3, east 
end of Stringer 1, truss panel L3-L4 
 
Figure 81. Bottom flange stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 1, 
midspan of Stringer 2, truss panel L5-L6 
Figure 82 compares measured and predicted stress time-histories for 
truss bottom lateral bracing member L2L-L3R during passage of Train 8, 
denoted as Location 15 in Figure 58 and Figure 65. High numbers of stress 
reversals were observed during field testing, likely caused by low bending 
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stiffness coupled with global bridge dynamics. Reasonable correlation exists 
between the model and field average results with a nondimensionalized ratio of 
0.87.  
A final comparison between modified model results and field data is 
shown in Figure 83 at midspan of truss bottom chord L3L-L4L, Location 12 in 
Figure 58 and Figure 61, during passage of Train 8. In similar fashion to the 
bracing member, bottom chord eyebars are subjected to considerable vibrations 
with average nondimensionalized ratio being approximately 1.67. This 
discrepancy indicates significant difference between field and model behavior, 
which might be attributed to loose eyebars.  
More comparisons between model and field responses are presented in 
Appendix D. 
 
 
Figure 82. Stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 8, Bottom Lateral 
L2L-L3R. 
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Figure 83. Stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 8, Bottom Chord L3L-
L4L. 
6.1.5.2. Plate girder 
Measured and predicted stress time-histories under train 8 loading for 
Floor Beam FB4 at Stringer 1 in plate girder segment, denoted as Location 26 
in Figure 66 and Figure 70, are shown in Figure 84. The comparison shows 
that lateral bending stresses are almost negligible in the floor beam, similar 
results were mimicked under involved train loadings. Nondimensionalized 
ratios were 1.22, demonstrating reasonable agreement between modified model 
predictions and field data. 
Measured and predicted top flange stress time-histories under train 8 
loading at the east end of Stringer 1 in plate girder panel FB5-FB6, denoted as 
Location 20 in Figure 66 and Figure 71, are shown in Figure 85. The 
comparison shows significant stresses that were not predicted from the model, 
with nondimensionalized model to field ratios being 0.28, results were typical 
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for similar locations. Reasons behind these discrepancies were likely attributed 
to both localized bearing stresses and top flange local bending stresses 
developed at tie locations.  
 
Figure 84. Bottom flange stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 8, Floor 
Beam FB4 at Stringer 1, plate girder 
 
Figure 85. Top flange stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 8, east end 
Stringer 1, plate girder panel FB5-FB6 
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Representative comparisons between measured and predicted top  
flange stress time-histories for the  south girder at midspan, Location 18 in 
Figure 66 and Figure 69, are shown in Figure 86 during passage of Train 3. 
The comparison demonstrated the existence of a good match between model 
and field results with nondimensionalized ratios between 0.95 and 0.85 model 
to field.  
More comparisons between model and field responses are presented in 
Appendix D. 
 
 
Figure 86. Top flange stress time-history comparisons, Testing Event 1, Train 3, midspan 
of south Main Girder, plate girder 
To further verify model accuracy and to enhance the field teating data 
set, a second field testing event was completed. This testing was intended to:   
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2. More accurately determine axial and bending stress distributions in 
lower truss chord eyebars; 
3. Investigate the effects of relocating stringer top flange strain 
sensors to the top of the web to mitigate stress concentrations 
below track ties caused by the passage of train axles; 
4. Further investigate measured and modeled discrepancies for floor 
beam vertical bending strains/stresses.  
5. Further investigate if lower bracing damage could be effectively 
detected. 
 
6.2. EVENT 2 INSTRUMENTATION, TESTS, RESULTS  
Field Testing Event 2 utilized a total of 89 strain sensors to determine 
bridge structural response under routine train loading. These instruments were 
installed on truss segments A3, A4, A5 and plate girder segment B1 as 
summarized below. Data was collected on May 17, 2017 as 10 trains traversed 
the bridge at varying speeds. More information on instrumentation placement, 
modifications made to the first field testing instrumentations, applied loads and 
recorded responses is provided in the sections that follow. Additional field tests 
were completed to:  
1. Measure responses required to reevaluate the calibrated model 
accuracy. 
2. Record responses that might help in detecting floor system braces 
damage. 
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6.2.1. Truss span instrumentation 
Plan and elevation views of the truss span and its floor system 
detailing all instrument locations are shown in Figure 87. Representative 
pictures of instrumented locations are shown in Figure 88 and Figure 89. 
 
 
Figure 87. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 2: (a) truss elevation; (b) floor 
system stringers and floor beams; and (c) floor system bracing 
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Figure 88. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed field sensors on 
Stringers 2 end panel L4-L5 
 
 
 
Figure 89. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed field sensors on Floor 
beam FB4 midspan and close to Stringer 2 
 
As discussed in Section 6.1.5.1, poor correlation existed for south truss 
bottom chord L3-L4 between measured and predicted stresses. As a result, L3-L4 
sensors were increased from 2 to 4 so that each eyebar was instrumented as shown 
in Figure 90 to obtain more accurate measurements of chord behavior under live 
loads. 
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Analytical models predicted that floor beam FB4 would be subjected to 
significant out-of-plane bending adjacent to Stringers 1 and 4 with out-of-plane 
bending being insignificant near Stringers 2 and 3. As a result, an additional floor 
beam section was instrumented with 2 sensors on the bottom flange. These 
sensors were positioned adjacent to Stringer 2, as shown in Figure 91, to further 
investigate out-of-plane bending levels.  
Comparisons between field and model results also showed correlation 
between stringer top flange strains at tie locations due to localized effects. As a 
result, top flange sensors were relocated and placed on the web near the top flange 
on Stringers 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 92 and Figure 93 to avoid localized 
effects. 
Models also predicted that exterior Stringers 1 and 4 would be subjected to 
significant axial tension while interior Stringers 2 and 3 would be subjected to 
some axial compression. As a result, 4 additional stringer sections were 
instrumented with 2 sensors each to estimate axial effects. Instrumented locations 
were located at midspan of Stringer 1 in truss panels L4-L5 and L5-L6 and at 
midpsan of Stringer 2 in panels L2-L3 and L3-L4 as shown Figure 94 and Figure 
95. 
 
Figure 90. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on Bottom 
chord L3L-L4L 
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Figure 91. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on Floor beam 
FB4 
  
Figure 92. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on Stringers 1 
panels L2-L3 and L3-L4 
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Figure 93. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on Stringers 2 
panels L4-L5 and L5-L6 
 
 
Figure 94. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on Stringers 2 
panels L2-L3 and L3-L4 
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Figure 95. Truss span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on Stringers 1 
panels L4-L5 and L5-L6 
Sensitivity analyses performed using FE models showed that response at 
location 3 (see Figure 93 for sensor location) was less sensitive to deficiencies in 
the stringer-to-floor beam connection, than response at the location 3a. Therefore, 
2 sensors were installed at the end of Stringer 2 panel L4-L5 close 7 inches from 
FB5 so that the damage parameters would be easily identified. Old and new 
location of the sensors are shown in Figure 93. 
As discussed earlier, to investigate if floor bracing system damage could 
be effectively detected, additional locations were instrumented on other truss 
spans namely A4 and A5 to compare the responses of healthy and deficient 
panels. Instrumented members included stringer and bottom laterals in healthy 
panels, truss A4, and deficient panels in spans A3 or A5. 
To enable capturing the deficient stringer laterals, 2 Stringer laterals were 
instrumented which were located below track 1, in panel L4-L5 and in truss 
segments A3 and A4. This panel was selected because it contained healthy 
members in segment A3 while the instrumented panel in segment A4 contained 
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two deficient stringer laterals where the stringer laterals connecting elements were 
fractured. Instrumented stringer laterals are shown in Figure 87 and Figure 96 for 
truss segments A3 and A4, respectively. Detailed cross section views of the 
instrumented stringer laterals are shown in Figure 97. 
To enable detecting deficient bottom laterals, Bottom lateral L2L-L3R in 
the truss segment A5 was instrumented using 3 sensors. This bottom laterals was 
selected because it was similar to the instrumented bottom laterals in the truss 
segment A4 and it was disconnected while instrumented bottom laterals in truss 
segment A4 were healthy. Instrumented bottom laterals in truss segment A5 are 
shown in Figure 96. Detailed cross section views of the instrumented bottom 
laterals are shown in Figure 98. 
  
Figure 96. Truss spans A3 and A5 instrumentation, Testing Event 2: (a) truss segment A3 
stringer laterals; (b) truss segment A5 bottom laterals 
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Figure 97. Truss span segments A3 and A4 instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed 
sensors on Stringer laterals, locations 13, 34, 35, 36 and 37 
 
Figure 98. Truss span segments A4 and A5 instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed 
sensors on Bottom laterals, locations 14, 15, 38 and 39 
6.2.2. Plate girder span instrumentation 
Plan views of the plate girder span and its floor system detailing all 
instrument locations are shown in Figure 99.  
As discussed in Section 6.1.5.2, poor correlation between the predicted 
and measured data existed for the south main girder bottom flange.  As a result, 
the south main plate girder web was instrumented using 1 sensor that was close to 
the bottom flange as shown in Figure 100 so that a more accurate stress 
distribution over the girder depth would be estimated under live loads. 
First field testing and model results comparisons showed a poor match 
between for floor beam FB4 bottom flange stresses and, as a result, 1 additional 
sensor was installed on the floor beam web close to the bottom flange. Floor beam 
FB4 detailed sensors placement is shown in Figure 101. 
Comparisons between field and model results also showed a poor match 
tor stringers top flange strains due to localized effects from ties and flange local 
bending. As a result, stringer top flange sensors were relocated to the web very 
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close to the top flange as shown in Figure 102 and Figure 103. Plan and cross 
section views of bottom lateral instrumentation are shown in Figure 104.  
 
Figure 99. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 2: (a) floor system stringers 
and floor beams; and (b) floor system bracing 
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Figure 100. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on the 
South Plate Girder 
  
Figure 101. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on Floor 
Beam FB4 
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Figure 102. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on 
Stringers 1 
  
Figure 103. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on 
Stringers 2 
  
Figure 104. Plate girder span instrumentation, Testing Event 2, installed sensors on 
Bottom Laterals 
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6.2.3. Loading configurations 
Event 2 data was collected during 10 train passes. As summarized in 
Table 13, trains varied in size, speed, weight and direction. Seven of those 
trains traversed the bridge on eastbound Track 2, where most of the 
instrumentation was placed as discussed in earlier in this chapter.  
 
Table 13. Testing Event 2 train loading configurations 
Train No. Track Direction Cars  Loaded/empty 
Approximate 
Speed (mph) 
1 2 East 128 62 loaded 47 
2 1 East 46 26 loaded Crawl 
3 2 West 126 16 loaded 48 
4 2 West 19 All empty 50 
5 2 East 142 All loaded 32 
6 2 West 87 All loaded 52 
7 2 West 137 All empty 47 
8 2 East 119 All loaded 33 
9 1 East 136 All loaded 42 
10 1 West 146 All empty 49 
 
6.2.4. Event 2 measurement results and comparisons 
Comparisons between unfiltered data from Testing Event 2 were 
completed to further verify model accuracy and to enhance the field testing 
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data. Field measured strains at locations of interest were compared against each 
other for different locations or components because only field results were used 
in this section. Comparisons are presented and listed for locations of interest 
that needed further investigation as described in Section 6. More comparisons 
and results are shown in Appendix E. 
6.2.4.1. Main truss bottom chord 
Measured strain time-histories at the midspan of the 4 eyebars forming 
truss Bottom Chord L3L-L4L, denoted as Location 12 in Figure 87 and Figure 
90, under trains 2 and 3 are shown in Figure 105 and Figure 106. The 
comparison made in Figure 105 under static loading of train 2 shows that 
unequal strains developed in the eyebars; evidence that loose eyebars are likely 
present. The comparison made in Figure 106 under moving load of train 3 
shows that eyebars were subjected to significant amount of vibrations which 
might be attributed to the their low out-of-plane bending stiffness. 
 
Figure 105. Strain time-history, Testing Event 2, Train 2, Bottom Chord L3L-L4L, Truss 
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Figure 106. Strain time-history, Testing Event 2, Train 3, Bottom Chord L3L-L4L, Truss 
 
6.2.4.2. Floor beam 
To investigate lateral bending stresses along the floor beam length, 
bottom flange measured strains time-histories for floor beam FB4 at 
instrumented locations, denoted as Locations 10 and 11a in Figure 87 and 
Figure 91, under train loading 3 are shown in Figure 107. This comparison was 
made to evaluate the model accuracy, which predicted significant out-of-plane 
bending at location 10 and almost negligible out-of-plane bending at location 
11a. Strains comparison for both locations showed significant lateral bending 
strains (approximately 0.55 of vertical bending strains) at location 10 while the 
lateral bending strains at location 11a were insignificant.  
This comparison and conclusion matches the calibrated model 
predictions regarding the out-of-plane bending moment along the floor beam 
length.  This out-of-plane bending distribution is likely caused by high axial 
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tensile forces in stringers adjacent to truss bottom chords (Stringers 1 and 4) 
and insignificant compression force in interior stringers. 
 
Figure 107. Bottom flange strain time-history, Testing Event 2, Train 3, Floor Beam FB4 
at Stringers 1 and 2, truss  
6.2.4.3. Stringer laterals 
To investigate if stringer lateral bracing damage could be effectively 
detected, stringer lateral behavior in “healthy” truss segment A3 panel L4-L5, 
denoted as locations 36 and 37 and containing healthy laterals, was compared 
against behavior in panel L4-L5 in truss segment A4, denoted as locations 34 
and 35. This panel contained a deficient lateral and allowed for change in 
response as a function of damage to be identified as shown in Figure 96 and 
Figure 97.  
Strain time-histories comparison under Train 3 between stringer 
laterals at locations 34 and 36 is shown in Figure 108, and comparison between 
locations 35 and 37 is shown in Figure 109. The comparisons show significant 
reduction in stringer lateral strains when the exterior laterals were deficient. 
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Figure 108. Strain time-history comparison, Testing Event 2, Train 3, stringer laterals at 
locations 34 and 36, trusses A3 and A4 
  
Figure 109. Strain time-history comparison, Testing Event 2, Train 3, stringer laterals at 
locations 35 and 37, trusses A3 and A4 
6.2.4.4. Bottom laterals 
To investigate if bottom lateral bracing damage could be effectively 
detected, bottom lateral bracing strain time-history in “healthy” truss segments 
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panel, were compared with bottom laterals strains for truss segment A5 panel 
L2-L3, denoted as locations 38 and 39. This panel contained deficient bottom 
laterals and allowed for change in response as a function of damage to be 
identified as shown in Figure 96 and Figure 98.  
Strain time-histories comparisons when Train 2 traversed the bridge at 
crawling speed are shown in Figure 110 for Locations 15 and 39. Similar 
comparisons for strain time-histories for locations 14 and 38 are shown in 
Figure 111 when Train 5 traversed the bridge. The comparisons show 
significant reduction in bottom lateral member strains in the deficient panel 
when compared against similar members in the healthy panel.  
 
  
Figure 110. Strain time-history comparison, Testing Event 2, Train 2, Bottom laterals at 
locations 15 and 39, trusses A4 and A5 
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Figure 111. Strain time-history comparison, Testing Event 2, Train 5, Bottom laterals at 
locations 14 and 38, trusses A4 and A5 
6.3. SUMMARY 
This chapter summarizes how comparisons between model results and 
data from two separate field testing events were used to: better understand 
behavior of instrumented truss and plate girder spans under train loads; improve 
model predictions of that behavior; and assist with instrument optimization. Based 
on these activities, it can be stated that, for the bridges that were studied and loads 
that were applied: 
1. Stringers were subjected to stress cycles independent of live load 
location. 
2. Truss floor beams experienced appreciable out-of-plane bending at 
exterior stringers connections. 
3. Truss exterior stringers experienced appreciable axial tension while 
interior stringers experienced minor axial compression. 
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4. Loose truss bottom chord eyebars were subjected to high frequency, 
low amplitude stress cycles. 
5. Lateral bracing was subjected to high frequency, low amplitude stress 
cycles, 
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CHAPTER 7: PROPOSED INSTRUMENTATION PLANS  
 
Proposed instrumentation plans were developed based on field and model 
data comparisons and sensitivity studies described in previous chapters. A total of 
three instrumentation plans were initially proposed for each span. Proposed plans 
varied with respect to number of strain sensors used and, as a result, monitored 
locations.  
Instruments generally were located at the ends and midspan of supporting 
stringers, on bracing members in the floor system and on select main load carrying 
elements (i.e. truss members or plate girders). Instrumented stringer sections 
generally had one sensor located at mid-width of the bottom flange at stringer ends 
and midspan to measure combined in-plane bending and axial stresses. Lateral 
bracing was generally instrumented with 1 strain sensor at midspan to measure 
developed strians under live loads. Two truss diagonal eyebars were instrumented 
with 2 strain sensors at midspan to measure axial and out-of-plane combined 
stresses. Plate girders were instrumented with 1 strain sensor located at mid-width of 
the bottom flange at midspan.  
As an example, the first implemented plan is described in detail in the 
following sections. The first plan was described because sensitivity analyses showed 
significant change in the monitored responses at the instrumented locations of this 
plan due to damage. The other 2 proposed plans are presented in Appendix F. 
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7.1. TRUSS SPAN PLAN 1 
A total of 42 strain sensors as summarized in Table 14 and shown in 
Figure 112 were proposed for Instrumentation Plan 1. As shown in the table, truss 
span instrumentation consisted of: 20 stringer ends with 1 strain transducer, see 
Figure 113; 6 bottom laterals at midspan with 1 strain transducer, see Figure 114; 
12 stringer laterals at midspan with 1 strain transducer; and 1 diagonal in each 
main truss with 2 strain transducers, see Figure 114.  
Stringer ends or midspan sections were selected as primary transducer 
locations for all 3 instrumentation plans because sensitivity studies showed that 
bottom flange stress time histories would change when stringer-to-floor beam 
connection deterioration was simulated. Single transducers were placed onto 
midspan bracing member sections because measurable changes in strains were 
detected when bracing members or their connections deteriorated in the same or 
adjacent panels. Similar statements can be made about instrumented truss 
diagonal members. Representative plots detailing these phenomena are discussed 
below, with Table 14 summarizing transducer locations and captured responses 
for Instrumentation Plan 1. 
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Figure 112. Truss span Instrumentation Plan 1 
 
Figure 113. Truss span Instrumentation Plan 1, representative stringer instrumentation. 
 
 
Figure 114. Truss span Instrumentation Plan 1, representative truss diagonal and flooring 
system bracing instrumentations 
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Table 14. Truss span Instrumentation Plan 1 strain transducer locations and totals 
Cross Section Locations Transducers/location 
Transducer 
total 
Stringer ends 20 1 20 
Stringer lateral 
bracing midspan 
12 1 12 
Lower lateral 
bracing midspan 
6 1 6 
Truss diagonals 
midspan 
2 2 4 
 42 
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A representative comparison between healthy and deficient model strain 
time-histories for Stringer 1 panel L2-L3 end bottom flange when Track 2 was 
loaded is shown in Figure 115. The figure shows that appreciable change in 
bottom flange strain-time histories took place at the end of Stringer 1 when 
connection deficiencies were simulated at Stringer 1 panel L2-L3 end and Track 2 
was loaded. Similar results are shown in Figure 116 when Track 1 was loaded. 
Similar comparisons made in the sensitivity analyses study for stresses and can be 
found in Appendix C. 
 
Figure 115. Stringer 1 panel L2-L3 end bottom flange strain-time history – simulated 
deficiency at Stringer 1 panel L2-L3 end, Track 2 loaded 
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Figure 116. Stringer 1 panel L2-L3 end bottom flange strain-time history – simulated 
deficiency at Stringer 1 panel L2-L3 end, Track 1 loaded 
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Table 15. Instrumented locations change in responses and possible defects – truss span Instrumentation Plan 1 
 
Instrumented location Simulated deficiency Represented deficiencies 
Stringers ends · End moments released 
· Stringer-to-floor beam connection 
deterioration 
Stringer laterals 
midspans 
· Stringer lateral removed  
· Bottom lateral removed 
· Stringer or bottom lateral 
connection/member deterioration 
Bottom laterals 
midspans 
· Bottom lateral removed  
· Stringer or bottom lateral 
connection/member deterioration 
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7.2. PLATE GIRDER SPAN PLAN 1 
A total of 43 strain sensors as summarized in Table 16 and shown in 
Figure 117 were proposed for Instrumentation Plan 1. As shown in the table: 24 
stringer ends were instrumented with 1 strain transducer each, see Figure 118; 17 
bottom laterals midspan were instrumented with 1 strain transducer each, see 
Figure 119; and 1 location in each main plate girder midspan was instrumented 
with 1 strain transducers each, Figure 120. 
 
Figure 117. Plate girder span Instrumentation Plan 1 
 
Figure 118. Plate girder span Instrumentation Plan 1, representative stringer 
instrumentations 
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Figure 119. Plate girder span Instrumentation Plan 1, representative flooring system 
bracing instrumentations 
 
Figure 120. Plate girder span Instrumentation Plan 1, representative main plate girder 
instrumentations 
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Table 16. Plate girder Instrumentation Plan 1 strain transducer locations and totals 
Cross Section Locations Transducers/location Transducer total 
Stringers ends 24 1 24 
Bottom laterals 
midspans  
17 1 17 
Plate girders 
midspans 
2 1 2 
 43 
A representative comparison between healthy and deficient model strain 
time-histories for Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 bottom flange is shown in Figure 
121. The figure shows that appreciable change in the bottom flange strain time-
history took place at the end of Stringer 3 when connection deficiency simulated 
at Stringer 3 FB4-FB5 end and Track 1 was loaded. Further details and 
descriptions of the captured responses of those arranged strain sensors are shown 
in Table 16. 
  
Figure 121. Stringer 3 panel FB3-FB4 end bottom flange strain-time history – simulated 
deficiency at Stringer 3 panel FB4-FB5, Track 1 loaded
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Table 17. Instrumented locations change in responses and possible defects – plate girder span Instrumentation Plan 1 
Instrumented location Simulated deficiency Represented defects 
Stringers ends · End moments released 
· Stringer-to-floor beam connection 
deterioration 
Bottom laterals 
midspans 
· Bottom lateral removed  
· Bottom lateral connection/member 
deterioration 
Plate girders 
midspans 
· Bottom lateral removed  
· Longitudinal restrains 
· Bottom lateral connection/member 
deterioration 
· Frozen roller support 
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7.3. DEPLOYED TRUSS INSTRUMENTATION 
Instrumentation Plan 1 is currently deployed on the truss span A4 using 24 
strain transducers total as shown in Figure 122. A reduction in the total number of 
sensors were necessitated due to solar power supply limitations of the monitoring 
system as described below. Sensors that were retained in the system were selected 
based on the results obtained from Testing Event 2 for stringer laterals and bottom 
laterals damage detection as demonstrated in comparisons discussed in 
Sections 6.2.4.3 and 6.2.4.4, which proved the efficiency of detecting stringer and 
bottom laterals using proposed instrumentation.  
 
Figure 122. Truss segment deployed instrumentation plan: (a) north truss elevation; (b) 
stringers and floor beams plan; and (c) bottom laterals plan 
The implemented monitoring system included a BDI data logger, solar 
panels and battery storage, nodes and strain sensors. The system battery and solar 
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panels allow for powering a maximum of 6 nodes, 24 sensors, and if more nodes 
used, the battery power would be drained rapidly which might disturb the 
continuous monitoring process. The data logger and battery storage cabinet and 
solar panels are shown in Figure 123 while a representative node and its cabinet 
are shown in Figure 124. 
 
Figure 123. Monitoring system logger cabined connected to the solar panels 
(a) (b) 
Figure 124. Monitoring system: (a) four transducers connected to node; (b) node 
weatherproof case 
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7.4. SUMMARY 
This chapter summarized one of three proposed instrumentation plans for 
the truss and plate girder spans. The three plans were obtained by simulating 
deficiencies that mimicked reported damage from bridge owner inspection reports 
as discussed in Chapter 5. The currently deployed system, one that is based off of 
Instrumentation Plan 1 but utilizes a reduced number of sensors because of solar 
power supply limitations, is summarized. Evaluating the efficiency of the other 
two proposed instrumentation plans is planned to be completed in the future. 
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
NEEDS 
 
The current study served as an initial step towards generating cost effective 
instrumentation plans for steel railway bridges. The main objectives were to develop 
optimized SHM instrumentation plans able to capture reported deficiencies for 
bridges similar to those included in this study. This study also involved the 
development of calibrated models to accurately represent behavior of an actual 
bridge that could, in turn, be used to simulate prevalent deficiencies or fatigue life 
estimation.  
Based on research presented herein the following secondary findings can be 
drawn:  
1. A calibrated SAP2000, three-dimensional finite element model 
captured behavior of the two studied bridge spans subjected to a 
variety of train loads;  
2. Stringers were subjected to stress cycles irrespective of loaded tracks; 
3. Truss floor beams developed appreciable out-of-plane bending at 
exterior stringer connections due to stringers axial tension forces 
applied laterally on the floor beams; 
4. Truss exterior stringers developed appreciable axial tension while 
interior stringers experienced minor axial compression due to the main 
truss longitudinal deformations and the flooring system components 
interaction. 
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5. Loose truss bottom chord eyebars were subjected to high frequency, 
low amplitude stress cycles; 
6. Lateral bracing was also subjected to high frequency, low amplitude 
stress cycles; 
These insights into behavior, together with the sensitivity of damage 
detection to sensor placement, led to the proposed SHM plans. 
The research culminated with the proposal of three structural health 
monitoring plans with varying quantities of strain sensors to detect deficiencies 
reported by the owner of the bridge. One of those proposed plans is currently 
deployed on a riveted steel railway bridge for continuous monitoring and evaluation 
of its efficiency. The deployed plan was selected initially over the other two plans 
because sensitivity analyses showed significant change in the monitored responses at 
the instrumented locations of this plan due to damage. Evaluating the other plans 
which contained lower number of sensors is planned via monitoring the bridge 
continuously in the future. 
As a partial validation of the proposed SHM plans, Testing Event 2 results 
demonstrated that lateral bracing deficiencies in a floor system panel were accurately 
detected using instrumentation on adjacent bracing members in the same panel.  
 
Based on findings from the current study, the following future research needs 
were identified: 
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1. Additional studies that further optimized sensor placement schemes 
and numbers necessary to adequately monitor floor system health in 
examined and similar truss and plate girder spans. 
2. Development of automated health monitoring systems that calibrate 
analytical models efficiently, predict strains at locations other than 
those instrumented ones and identifying damage location and intensity 
based on a robust damage feature. 
3. Use developed systems to predict fatigue life. 
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APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL MODELLING 
1. TRUSS SPAN VALIDATION 
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2. PLATE GIRDER SPAN VALIDATION 
· Validation bridge 1 
  
  
· Validation bridge 2 
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APPENDIX B: STUDIED BRIDGE NUMERICAL RESULTS 
1. TRUSS SPAN A1, cooper E80 loading 
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2. TRUSS SPAN A2-A5, cooper E80 loading and routine loading 
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3. PLATE GIRDER SPAN B1-B6, cooper E80 loading and routine loading 
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APPENDIX C: SENSITIVITY ANALYSES 
1. TRUSS SPAN A2-A5 
· Deficient stringer connection 
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· Loose eyebars 
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· Stringer laterals deficiency 
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· Bottom laterals deficiency 
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· Longitudinal displacement restrained, spring (k=kbridge) 
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· Longitudinal displacement restrained, pinned 
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2. PLATE GIRDER SPAN B1-B6 
· Deficient stringer connection 
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APPENDIX E: TESTING EVENT 2 RESULTS 
1. BOTTOM LATERALS 
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2. STRINGER LATERALS 
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3. FLOOR BEAMS 
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4. MAIN TRUSS BOTTOM CHORD 
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APPENDIX F: INSTRUMENTATION PLANS 
1. TRUSS SPAN 
· Instrumentation Plan 2 
 
 
Cross Section Locations Transducers/location 
Transducer 
total 
Stringer midspans 12 1 12 
Stringer lateral 
bracing midspan 
12 1 12 
Lower lateral 
bracing midspan 
6 1 6 
Truss diagonals 
midspan 
4 1 4 
 34 
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· Instrumentation Plan 3 
 
Instrumented 
location 
Simulated deficiency Represented defects 
Stringers 
midspans 
· End moments released 
· Longitudinal displacement 
restrained 
· Stringer-to-floor beam connection 
deterioration 
· Frozen roller support 
Stringer laterals 
midspans 
· Stringer lateral removed  
· Bottom lateral removed 
· Longitudinal displacement 
restrained 
· Stringer or bottom lateral 
connection/member deterioration 
· Frozen roller support 
Bottom laterals 
midspans 
· Bottom lateral removed  
· Longitudinal displacement 
restrained 
· Stringer or bottom lateral 
connection/member deterioration 
· Frozen roller support 
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Cross Section Locations Transducers/location 
Transducer 
total 
Stringer ends 20 1 20 
Stringer lateral 
bracing midspan 
12 1 12 
Truss diagonals 
midspan 
4 1 4 
 36 
 
Instrumented 
location 
imulated deficiency Represented defects 
Stringers ends 
· End moments released 
· Longitudinal displacement 
restrained 
· Stringer-to-floor beam connection 
deterioration 
· Frozen roller support 
Stringer laterals 
midspans 
· Stringer lateral removed  
· Bottom lateral removed 
· Longitudinal displacement 
restrained 
· Stringer or bottom lateral 
connection/member deterioration 
· Frozen roller support 
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2. PLATE GIRDER SPAN 
· Instrumentation Plan 2 
 
Cross Section Locations Transducers/location Transducer total 
Stringer midspans 12 1 12 
Lower lateral 
bracing midspan 
19 1 19 
Main girders 
midspan 
2 1 2 
 33 
 
Instrumented 
location 
Simulated deficiency Represented defects 
Stringers 
midspans 
· End moments released 
· Stringer-to-floor beam connection 
deterioration 
Lower lateral 
bracing midspan 
· Bottom lateral removed 
· Bottom lateral connection/member 
deterioration 
Main girders 
midspan 
· Bottom lateral removed  
· Longitudinal displacement 
restrained 
· Bottom lateral connection/member 
deterioration 
· Frozen roller support 
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· Instrumentation Plan 3 
 
Cross Section Locations Transducers/location Transducer total 
Stringer midspans 12 1 12 
Lower lateral 
bracing midspan 
7 1 7 
Main girders 
midspan 
2 1 2 
 21 
 
Instrumented 
location 
Simulated deficiency Represented defects 
Stringers 
midspans 
· End moments released 
· Stringer-to-floor beam connection 
deterioration 
Lower lateral 
bracing midspan 
· Bottom lateral removed 
· Bottom lateral connection/member 
deterioration 
Main girders 
midspan 
· Bottom lateral removed  
· Longitudinal displacement 
restrained 
· Bottom lateral connection/member 
deterioration 
· Frozen roller support 
 
